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Bomb Threats Plague· Baruch

By Emile Gomez

On November 30, at approximately
4:25 pm, a man called radio station.
WHN and declared that he planted a
bomb in Baruch's 26th street building.
According to sources, this was the third
bomb scare this se�ester, and officials
speculate that they were all called in by
the same person.
The school's director of security,
Richard Dillon, provided_a description of
the man who made the threats. "From
what we gathered, we know that the
person who called each time was a male
with a middle eastern accent. He did not
identify himself the first two times, but
he today said that he was a member of
the Alliance for Social Education. Other
than that, that is all he says. "Mr. Dillon
could not give !\TI answer when asked
why this person singles out the 26th
street building when making his tirades.
The last time that the school endured
a bomb threat was two weeks ago. The
first scare occurred 4 weeks previous to
that date.

Mr-. Dillon learned about this call, like
the other�. through the police. "All three
times, the police department told us
about the calls. They, in turn, learned
about the threats through the local radio
stations." Besides WHN, a country
music. station, the calle.r also contacted

PRESIDENT SEGALL
SPEAKS

stations WINS and WLIR.
After the. campus gJ.1ards had been
briefed, Dillon and ,his staff began a
thorough- investigation of the 26th
street building. "Every floor that
Barnch occupies was checked," said
DiJ!on. The bulding's management was

also alerted, and they searched the floors
that are not inhabited by the school.
Our procedures follow those of the
police department's Bomb Squad,"
Dillon· continues. "We first canvas the
hallways and closets. We next search
the classrooms, batjirooms and offices.
We check from the floor to the ceiling."
Mr. Dillon says that his staff has no
formal teaching when looking for
suspicious items, but "we get training
every time we look for something. We
would like to be trained by the Bomb
Squad, but that is a matter of funding."
Today's search failed to turn up a
bomb. Nothing was found during the
first threat, either. "We did find
something two weeks ago,·• Dillon said.
"It turned out to be an old wooden box."
With three calls this semester alone,
the probability of another bomb scare is
extremely high. According to Mr.
Dillon, the school has had "at least
sixteen·· threatening ca11s last year. a

by Emile Gomez

Representatives from evening and day
clubs, governments and newspapers
were given a rare opportunity to
exchange their ideas with Baruch President Joel Segall at the second
President's Leadership Reception, held
November 24 at the Faculty Lounge.
It was an event th;t was billed as "an
effort by the President to ·reach out in
order to have input from the entire
Baruch community." President Segall
started the evening by discussing the
problems of space that the school has, a
topic that took most of his time. "There
are three events that will affect the
amount of space at Baruch," Segall said.
These events consists of the school's
eviction from 315 Park Avenue South.
and the additions of the Family Court
house at 22nd Street and 225 Park
Avenue South, a building recently
leased by the college. According to the
President, the net effect of these events
will be an increase of 55,000 square feet

of space. All of these changes will prob
ably be felt during the fall 1982
semester.
At times quoting from the publication.
The Baruch Irregular, Segall stated that
plans for the use of this space .include
the expanding of the 24th street
libraries, the opening of 14 classroo.ms
-and 5 lecture halls, and an increase in
the number of student lounges. Also on
the drawing boards is the rnoving of
several · academic departments· and
administrative offices, which include the
President's. When asked by the
audience of Baruch students if there was
any student input in the decisions as to
how the space should be used, Segall
responded by saying that he, along
director of Campus Planning Marilyn
Mikulsky, will make the ·final decision.
The President, however, suggested that
students submit written proposals
regarding the ..allocations,. and that he
continued on p. 18
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EDITORIAL
l?ackstage, the mood iey cool, the air is sop)listicated, the setting is intimate as 15
minutes before show.time Count Basie sits with his private party. As always, band
member and friend for twenty _years Grover Mitchell is at his side assisting him am.I
fa:aveling ,with him wherever he goes.
_
.
William "Count" Basie sits in a burgundy silk suit, black patent leather shoe�,
yell.ow shfrt and gold chain arouml his neck. .A boWe of white wine is opened on a
nearby table and a_choice·cigar is comfor,table presse.d between his fingers. His wife
of 39 years is fitted in a brown evening dress highlight�d by a string of large pearls.
:·It's Oscar and Ella at Lincoln-Center, that shoulcj. be nice.'
"And there's something els� on the same day as the Providence thing.' 'Ami this
·r
,
Sunday, the Sinatra television show."
He is a ��ndso1ne man up· close. The few grl';Y hairs tl\.at adorn his sideburns and
mustache accentuate his being · the distinguished man that he is. His !\ands are
warm, his demeanor is pleasant. When asked about hi·sfuture plans,:or. abo·ut the
great life he has already lived he simply say� that "I'd still like t0 continue to'work
and play music. I'm }lot he healthiest guy in the world but r enjoy doing. what I cl.o..
- ·
l'm �workiqg but it's still fun and pleasure."'
•,
,
) It's truly a refreshing expenience to k_y_ow that a man who is r.egar.ded as a legend,
as one of the original pioneers in jazz music today;a man w:ho among the annals of
music history has his name wr,itten almost on every page, a man who can call such
greats as Ella.Fitzgerald, Cab C�lloway, and Fi:ank Sinatra his peers,
·- stili regar.ds
himself·as just another ordinary guy still doing his ow:F1 thing·.
Thank you alum1}ae association. on your excellent choice _and thank you Count
Basie for touching our lives with your music an,d· your appreci_ation of it.
. •

1 With the move to 225 Park Ave South on the imminent horizon, alon_g with the move
,
will come new S.f>ace appr.opri,ations and utilizations as well.
The additional spa_ce what will be made available to the college is relatively small
but in terms of how badly it's needed, it is a major contribution. If out of this new Two bomb scares in two weeks is not funny. Someone's deranged idea of a f)r-ank
appropriation campaign, Evening students don't come away with soine'sort of could mean serious injury to ldrge groups of innocent ·p!Jople. Many factoFs have be
considered here, for- instance, Baruch evacuation procedures if aRY, and basic
c;entrally lot:ated conglomerate.of off.ices, ana just places to call their own in geneFal,
security and safety measures if any. Crowd control is an inwsible· f>henornena fihat
then sqmething is drastically wrong. �
_
_
If the Baruch adrninistr:ation continues to overlook tire most 'hardworking and nobody think� 'about because everything is usually neaceful am! uneventfol, !!mt ·
diligent studen't body oh carp.pus ,at a time when it is most equipped to render a who knows what might happeh in the midst of sudden chaos and panic.
solution to the problems that have plagued it in the past, then something is foul
The twenty sixth street building is by far the most difficult to evacuate and tl\e
amiss in our administration. If once and for all our needs-are not addressed at a time slightest though of an emergency evacuation is almost too d1tastrof)filc to trunk
when the college is at its best.position too, then the;e will be blatent evi1ence to the about.
saying that evening students are second class citizens. ·
· Why thes:e senseless threats are directecltowarqs Baruch, no ode knows, antil wl\at
At.present, the �ntire b·ody of student clubs and organizations function out of one affiliaton with Baruch this mysterious praflkister has, rern,zjns to be discove11e0 also.
tihy room:-with not even a desk or a phone. The only-exceptions are the E�e�g · Who anti what is the Alliance for Social Education and why do'they have to r.e§olili to
paper and Evening Session student --Government, but whoJ,e facilities leave a local terrorism to vent their wewpoints. . "'.,,
tremendous· amount to be desired as well. There is one large room on the fifth floor of'
Lets hope that these ominous tidings of destruction continue to remain th11ealis
the twenty-sixth street building that clubs use for meetings, planning sessions, and and nothing 1I16re and that the organization behind these threats can find alternatre
sogial functions. What we are not aslcing for is a major monopoly on all .the space ways of manifesting their anxieties concerni11g educatio� institutiofs,,
•
_
.,
availa�le-btit what we are askh1g is bhat,a_yalid and realistfc attempt be !!lade to s_ee
to it tl\.a:t the Baruch Evening population is rewarded with -ample facilities to
cbnduct ies· affai�s in a businesslike anq professionatmanner.•
_
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Baruch·'s New Home: An Update
School Signs 10 Year, $18 Mill�on Lease
By Emile Gomez
"We can move there as early as next and· this borough is k�own as the home
semester," Marilyn M-ikulsky s,ud when. of business. If we move, it would - have an
talking .about Baruch's ne� home at 225, adverse effect on our enrollment."
Park Av,enue South. Ms. MikuJsky is the Mikulsky also talked about the climate
college's director of Campus. Planning, at Brooklyn's-Atlantic Terminal area.
and it is her job to �ee · t)lat there 'is "It's an undeveloped ghetto area, and
sufficient space for the school that leaos t'1e thought of students going to a place
CUNY iri enrollment.
like that every day is depressing." The
faced with eviction .from M.5 Park move to 225, according to Mikulsky,
Avep.ue South, Baruch·: �o�ght new serves ' two purposes. "To provide
quarters, and settled at ·225, which is adequate floor space for our large
near 18th street. The.school has recently stu4ent P?Pula.tion, and to have Baruch
signed a lease that gives them control of
the ninth, twelfth, thirteenth, and
sixteenth floors. Of these, the 16th, the
former home of a drug rehabilitation
center, is most suited for occupancy at
the moment. "But the building has to be
altered to suit the school's needs;''
Mikulsky explained. Plans call for the
construction of a separate bank of
elevators and a special entrance on 18th
street specifically for the students. It is
these costs that draw the move ir.1to a
grey area.
THE MASTER PLAN
According to the 1976 Master Plan, a
series of events that would have
culminated in Baruch's moving to
Brooklyn's Atlantic Terminal area, the
expenditure of funds specifically on con
struction is to cease· untl the school
event'Ually moves to '' America's 4th firmly entrenched in Manhattan.''
largest city." The plan does not restrict . · With the thought of a move to another
funds for the leasing of buildings, borough lingering overhead, how. is the
though. "This is a sticky political situa- school going to explain the spending of
tion," Mikulsky said. Although the ' funds on construction? Mikulsky said
Master Plan has remaine.d dormant for that the costs will be amortized o¥er the
the past two years, its revival nbw, with I life of the 10 year, $18 million lease.
the city in a more healthy financial I WHY 225?
posture, may occur.
Another question remains when
Mikulsky personally would not like to talking about ,Baruch's new home at '
see Baruch move to Brooklyn. "I fee1 225. Why did the college settle in a ·
that it would be disastrous. Many of our· building that is.six blocks away from its
graduate students _live in_ Manhattan, central cluster of buildings?

Mikulsky starts by explaining tht the
residents of 315, ·which includes the
School of Education, were faced with
eviction. "The owners of the building.
went bankrupt, ,and its status had been
in litigation for four years. The building
has a new owner, the LaCatta group, and
they want us out of 315." The LaCatta
group wants to turn 315 into an office
building or· a cooperative housing
complex. Baruch will stay at 315 until
the renovation work at 225 is complete.

Administrators immediately went to
work on finding a new building, but that
proved to be harder than expected,
according to Mikulsky. "Many owners
were hesitant to lease space to a college.
They said that the inconvenience
created by the increased traffic in the
building would present a security
problem." Competition from outsiders
was something· that Baruch had to
contend with -too. "There were adver
tisiiig and architecture firms from
uptown that wre looking for less expen
sive office space in the area.. We had to
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deal with them in the negotiations,"
Mikulsky said. Baruch finally settled at
225, the only available building in the
area. The school's signing of the lease,
according to Mikulsky, ended a 9 month
negotiation process with the building's
representatives, the Orda Management
Co.
As for the thought of students
walking six blocks to get to their
classes, Mikulsky said that, "There are
advantages in having clas�es at 225. It
is at 18th street, which is four blocks
from the 14th street express station.
Students can easily walk from 18th
street to 23rd by passing Gramercy
Park. It makes for a pleasant �alk."
Mikulsky also said that class schedules
will be studied when planning class time
at 225.
PLANS FOR 225
Who is going to be housed at 225?
According to Mikulsky and the Baruch
Irregular; the School of Education will
be its first occupants. "This is what we
always wanted to do," said Mikulsky.
"We want each school (Business, Liberal
Arts, · ·Education) to· be in separate
buildings. That way, we think, it will be
convenient for the students if they want
to talk to someone in their discipline ....
E ventually, t h e Mathematics
department will also move to 225. "The
math department has a high enrollment.
The traffic jams caused by students
using the elevators to get to the 20th
floor has gotten out of hand_. By moving
the department to 225, it would alleviate
this problem."
WHEN
Ms. Mikulsky said that Baruch will
officially move to 225 when renovation
. work is finished. Based on current
estimates, the school will move into its
new home during the Fall, 1982
semester.

•
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IN THE NEWS
by Flora�- Daniels

The Change in
Working Patterns
A recent nationwide survey of more than
a thousand temporary workers in office
and light industrial jobs reveals that
nearly two-thirds are working as
temporaries for the first time and 54%
have joined the temporary work force_
within the past year.'
«These findings indicate that
inflationary pressure and changing
lifestyles are producing a shift in
working patterns, resulting in more
people joining the temporary work force
than ever before," says John Fanning,
President of Uniforce Temporary
Ser-vices, which commissioned the
study:
According to Fanning, today's
temporary workers fit four major
categories:
Returnees, women seeking jobs after
years at home raisng families.
Students now working as temporaries
year-round in their spare time rather
than seasonally during vacations.
Career temporaries, nearly 25% of the
total, indicating that the temporary
lifestyle has become an identifiable,
productive segment of the workplace.
Retirees, coming back to work in
increasing numbers out of emotional and
financial needs.

family, children, career, and educational
: obligations.
"Indications are that the freedom to
choose when, where and how long to
wor�, plus a desire to accept challenge
and -diversity, makes temporary work a
good alternative to p e r m a n e n t
employment for more and more people,"
Fanning says.

Financial need is the major reason
given for working as a temporaryi 53%
of those surveyed said they worked to'
earn extra income, and a significant 28%
do temporary work as their sole means
of support.
"The well-known concept of working
temporary as a stepping stone to
permanent employment is given
impetus by survey figu res showing one
out of every two temps is seeking a
permanent job," Fanning notes.
Nearly all of those surveyed said they
were satisf ied with their job
assignments. When asked what was the
most appealing about temporary work,
flexible hours and days were listed first,
foIIowed by chaIIenge of new situations;
third was the ability to change jobs, and,
fourth, the fact that the jobs were
interesting.
More than half of the respondents said
that working in temporary rather than
permanent jobs had a good effect on
their family life and h�lped them balance

Mail Order
Shopping Tips
As the holidays approach, many
shoppers are turning to catalogues for
their holiday shopping. They are ·being
lured by glossy photos which can be less·
trouble than battling stores.
Harold Schwartz, P resident of
Hanover House Industries, a major mail'
order company, knows that people like
the comfort of shopping at home.
However, occasionally a mail order can
go wrong and when it does, correcting it
can be costly and time-consuming. Here
are some suggestions for avoiding
disaster:
1) Order from reliable houses; make sure
the catalogu e includes a money back
gu arantee. You may want · to check
with the Better Business Bureau or
Direct Mail Marketing Association in
New York.
2) Don't ask for surprises; be certain
that it lists all the information you
need about the item you· wish to order
(size, color choices, packing charge,
etc.).

Self Defense Can
Be Incriminating
In their effort to fight back and battle
crime, people ar_e arming themselves
with everything from chemical sprays to
electron stun gu ns. The intent is to
provide personal protection froin
assault, rape and robbery and the self
protection industry is booming.
But before you buy anything that
· remotely resembles a weapon, be careful
says Arthur Browne, lawyer and Daily
News reporter.
Mace, for example, a chemical which is
used to incapacitate attackers is just a
spray, but is illegal. The state's penal
law classifies Mace as a noxious material
and possession of it alone is a misde
meanor punishable by up to three
months in jail. If you carry a canister of
Mace on an airplane, you could face fines
up to $25,000 and five years in jail.
Blackjacks and unlicensed gu ns are·
illegal. However, the new hi-tech
weaponry is in the question stage. A
deadly weapon is defined as anything

SHOULD YOU
CO-SIGN A LOAN?

3) Double check the order form making
sure that it is readable and complete
with all the pertinent data.
4) Order at least a month ahead of the
desired delivery date. Toll free
ordering can expedite the delivery, if
provided by the ·company. Also order
from those houses that will charge
item_s to your credit card."
5) Never send cash; make photocopies of
the order and mode of payment. The
copy s h o u l d accompany y o ur
complaint letter in the event an item is
d�aged and must be returned.
6) If you must return an item, use
insured parcel post, United Parcel
Service, or a carrier that gives a
receipt for your records.

· 'Before you decide to co-sign a loan, the
first thing to keep in mind is that you
may have to pay the loan. According to a
study by the National Consumer
Finance Association, almost half of the
people who co-sign loans are ultimately
asked to pay them. Should you decide to
co-sign a loan, the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation suggests that
you:
1) Ask the lender if you will be held
liable for a certain amount of the
loan, even though he is not obligated
to do this. Ask the lender to write a

Portable Smoke
Detector
If you worry about the possibility of a
hotel fire while travelling, you may be
interested in a new product by the
Pittway Corp. It is now stocking retail
outlets with a portable version of its

th.at can cause "serious physical injury"
or death. If a device shoots any form of
projectile it is likely to be so classified.
Yet a plain old broken bottle as well as
the sophisticated electronic stun gun
have that potential.
While it is a crime simply to possess
some deadly weapons-f irearms,
g r a v i t y k n i v e s , s w i t cl-)b l a d e s ,
blackjacks, brass knuckles-most o f the
new self-protection devices · are not
specifically listed. It is not criminal to
possess them, only to use them
"unlawfully" against someone. So law
abiding citizens are permitted to possess
self-protection devices since most would
· never intend to use them unlawfully.
When is it lawful to use them�
Generally, you are permitted to use self
protection devices to stop violent crimes
and protect yourself in an attack. But it
is easy to go too far-to use more force
than legally allowed. For example, using
a deadly weapon to stop someone from
stealing. your car is a criminal offense.
Does the device just harmlessly stun
attackers as its advertising claims. or
can it seriously injure someone? No
matter what the manufacturer claims,
take a close look at that question
yourself before you buy. And before you
use any self-protection device, be sure
there is a genuine emergency that
threatens life or limb and not just
: property. Otherwise, you could wind up
the criminal.

clause in the contract stating that
you will only be responsible for the
principal balance on the loan in the
event of default.
2) Ask the lender to notify you if the
borrower misses a payment before a
iate charge is added or before the
loan is accelerated (the total amount
of the loan is demanded).
3) Get copies of all the papers signed
by the borrower. You may need
them in case there is a dispute later
between the borrower and the
lender.
4) Don't be coerced into co-signing,
since this will not be considered
extenuating when you are faced
with paying off the loan. After you
sign, it is too late to withdraw your
signature.

best-selling First Alert smoke detector.
; It weighs ¾ lb., is 6 in. in diameter, and
. hangs over the top of your hotel room
door. Listing at $29.95, the unit is
designed to withstand travel, and its
battery-test button is recessed to
prevent fire-alarms in a tightly packed
•
bag.
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DENNIS WHITE

Director of Veterans Affairs
by Phillip McConnell

Meet Dennis White, Baruch Director of
Veterans A ff a i r s . As v e t e rans
coordinator, it's his job to see to it that
all matters COJJcerning veterans and
dependents of veterans are handled
c:orrectly as well as expeditiously.
In discussing veterans affairs, he
begins with veterans educational benefits. He says that all veterans entering
the military prior to 197'1 are eligible to
receive educational benefits up to ten
years after his or her discharge. There
are a few exceptions, he adds, but
normally everyone comes under the ten
year delimiting date.
Roughly, the vets office services close
to 300 veterans and dependents of
veterans, and dependents of disabled
veterans.
The benefits provided come under the
Chapter 34 program, where any veteran
with 180 days continuous service and an
honorable discharge is paid to attend
school based on the number of hours and
credits he or she takes.
As of 1977, White says, the chapter 34
benefits have been replaced by the
Chapter 32 program, where a person
must contribute monthly to his or her
own education package in order to be
eligible for educational benefits upon
discharge. The figure obtained is then
matched by the federal government.
"Trus has certain resounding effects
on the veterans going in after 1977
because some veterans are reluctant to
contribute, either because of limited
amounts of funds, or because of the
sense of obligation."
Another benefit that is offered to
veterans is the tuition deferment program, which lets the ,.;eteran pay one
third of the registration, and the balance
of the fee out of the monthly educational
award he receives..
The vets office is funded by a joint
support venture by the State Depart-

Journalism
Internships
Stuart Tanenbaum is researching and
proofreading articles for Sport Magazine
in Manhattan.
Lisa Bergamo works closely with the
editor of the Sesame Street Parents'
Newslette; in the same borough.
Michael Goodman covers community
events for Courier-Life Publications in
Brooklyn.
These students are enrolled in Baruch
College's J o u r n a l i s m I n t e r n s h i p
Program. The course, English 5050-5051,
taught on a rotating basis b;y professors
Myron Schwartzman, Jason Marks, and
Roslyn Bernstein (spring term, 19821,
offei:s student interns an opportunity to
develop their skills under the guidance of
professionals in a wide variety of media
including newspapers, magazines, and
broadcasting.
"At Sport," Mr. Tanenbaum says,

ment of Health, Education arid Welfare
and by Baruch College. According to
Mr. White, once the source of funding is
eliminated, all services pertaining to
veterans needs will have to be absorbed
by other departments within the
university.
Dennis, an Air Force veteran dis
charged in 1966, is originally from
Kentucky and just recentl;· moved to
New York on July 1, 1981. He came to
New York with intentions of going to
Graduate school after having attended
the University of Louisville, and
receiving his B.A. in Sociology from
Washington State University.
Dennis, a bachelor, says that he's
enjoying the transition from a small
Nprthwest University town to life in the
big city. He lives on the upper east side
and says that New York is a fascinating
place.
'· Having just returned from a confer
ence in New Orleans of The National
Association of Minority Veterans
Administrators, Mr. White shares
insight into two of the more pertinent
matters concerning veterans: Agent
II Orange, and the veterans small business
loans.
"In order to apply for a small business
loan, the applicant must have a certain
amount of cash collateral on hand, which
is at least 20% of the total amount
you're asking for". He also adds that
· '' The S.B.A. is reluctant to approve
loans of college graduates who have just
completed undergraduate degrees. First,
because of the actual first hand experience of running a business, and second
because of the collateral factor."
Speaking as veterans coordinator, he
says that the S.B.A. leans towards the
more career oriented veterans who have
20 years ·or more committed to the
military; However, he says that 'The
S.B.A. will process all applications for
1

loans and they won't necessarily deny
you because of the lack of collateral."
Shifting to another topic, Mr. White
says that the most recent event to affect
the lives of veterans and their families is
the new emergence of informati )n in
terms of the chemical dioxin that the
chemical warfare spray, Agent Orange,
is composed of.
Agent Orange is a defoliant, which
when sprayed is designed to kill' the
vegetation and foliage that the enemy
might be using for cover. Even though
new information ha; surfaced, the
government still does not know what
effects the chemical dioxin is having on
those who have been exposed to it or
their offspring, because they've just
started to ·do research.
"Right now we're talking about some
1,200 military people that the Army is
suspected of having come in direct
contact with Agent Orange, either by
the loading, spraying, or handling of ti\e
chemicals or even just in the general

area. There were in excess· of 90 spraying
missions that were aborted, and some of
these aborted. missions took place over
military bases involving more than 30
planes."
So far the government has set up an
Agent Orange clinic in all the V.A.
hospitals throughout the nation so that
vets who know or think they have been
exposed to it can get a complete physical
and have periodic tests done. -They are

"I've had the opportunity to provide three academic credits. The prerequisites
writers with little-known information on ;are English 2100 or 2150 and English
the sports celebrities about whom they're · 2500 or 2550.
writing. At this moment, there is an
"I never thought I would have had the
article in the works about college c h a n c e to w o r k w i t h a famous
offensive linemen over 275 pounds and I sportscaster," said Mr. Alan Tobin,
help them do research by calling several another student intern enrolled in the
colleges around the country to find out program. "I am helping him to put
information about their linemen."
together the highlights for Sports Extra
"The challenges confronting me at the on Channel F i v e . I f e e l that this
'chi l d r e n' s T e l e v i s i o n W o r k s h o p , experience will enable me to begin a
Channel 13, are very rew·arding," Lisa career in sportscasting."
Bergamo said. "I proof the blueprints for
Among former Baruch interns now
the Sesame §.Jreet Parents' Newsletter working f u l l - t i m e as p r o f e s s i onal
which is published monthly and reaches journalists are: Imelda Bruce, assistant
the homes of .some 50,000 pre-school editor, Chemical Week, a McGraw-Hill
publication; Greg Calhoun, editor,
parents."
"At Courier-Life," Mr. Goodman said, American Metal Market N e ws, a
"I've done a great deal of production Fairchild publication; Daniel Cowles,
including layouts, proofreading, and reporter, American Banker; William
pasting up. Also, as a reporter, I wrote a D u.n c a n , e d i t o r , Sport M a gazi ne;
story about a meeting at Coney Island Rebecca Herman, assistant editor, 3-2-1
Hospital where they discussed funding of Contact, Children's Television Workshop
(Channel 13) magazine; Betty Liu,
an ambulette."
Students attend class as well as work 8 reporter, Newark Star-Ledger; Philip
to 10 hours a week at a publication or Messing, reporter, New York Post; Ira
broadcast station. The course offers Sager, editor, Electronic News, Fairchild;

also trying tQ get all such veterans on a
federal r.egister for accountability's
sake. In addition to the role that the
federal government is taking, the entire
operation is being monitored by an
independent medical research company.
Speaking on a less serious side of his
job, Dennis, who has an extensive coun
seling background, says that what he'd
like to do is to start an outreach program
for all veterans who have not yet used
their benefits or are ambiguous as to�
what they are. "Sometimes vets take for
granted that these services are available
and will continue to exist.''
Another venture that Dennis is pres
ently working on is the establishment of
a full fledged veterans student organiza
tion or vets club. They plan to hold their
first meeting on December 10th and at
such time hope to initiate a toys for tots
program for Christmas. One main topic
on the agenda will be the new legislation
in regards to extensions of educational
benefits.
Mr. White succeeds Dr. Robert
Gergia, who was recently appointed as
Director of Evening and Graduate
Student Services. He says he would also
like to mention a special note of thanks
to the work study students, whom he
says "have been invaluable in assisting
me in my transition into the new job."•

and Nancy Weiss, financial reporter,
Fairchild.
Students interested in enrolling in the
Journalism Internship course, English
5050-5051, for the 198 2 spring term
should contact Professor Bernstein by
leaving a note in her mailbox (English
Department, 9th floor, the 23rd Street
building) or by phoning her at the English
Department number, 725-7100.
•

"It's Better
In the Evening'�
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A meeting of the Evening Session
Student Assembly started at 9:20 PM
on November 12 with twelve of its
, seventeen members present.
The first order of business was the
approval of the minutes of the previous
meeting. Several exceptions in the
minutes were noted. Member· Milton
Deutsch first corrected the spelling of
his name on the minutes. It was also
brought up that Mr. Deutsch had
missed his second consecutive meeting,
which is ample ,grounds for dismissal
from government. Mr. Deutsch cited
personal reaso;s for his absences, and
was permitted to stay. New member Ed
Liberman, also absent from the last
meeting, was ousted from government.
He is no longer a Baruch student. After
these discrepancies were discussed, the
minutes were approved by a verbal vote.
The ESSA sponsored "Career Devel
opment Series" was next on the agenda.
President Roger Burchard said that the
next seminar will be held on November
19 and that the guest, an employe� of
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Aronowitz, the ESSA paid 75 dollars to
become part of this organization. ESSA
now needs a trustee to represent it in
U.S.A.E.S. meetings. Mr. Aronowitz
was mentioned as a trustee, but he
declined the invitation. President'
by Emile Gomez
Burchard said that he will pick. someone
E.F. Hutton, will talk about one's energy, and to do a job for student · from the roster as a trustee.
The Assembly talked about the
· ascension · up the corporate· ladder.·' government that gives a lot of satisfacB·urchard sought volunteers from ESSA tion." Milton Deutsch said that working investment of $10,000 frm the unallo
to hang flyers throughout campus to ' on ESSA gives evening students the cated reserve. This represents monies
publicize the event. When the call for chance to represent the student body in that evening clubs ·can tap after their
volunteers was made, the members were dealings with the administration. The : budgets have been exhausted. Accord
reluctant to commit themselves. Many leadership qualities derived by working ing to ESSA rules, there must always be
cited their school and work loa.ds. "Let's for government is what Warren Levine 10,000 dollars in the reserve. It was
get Helpline to do it," suggested one said. Treasurer · Ari Parnes made his ' suggested that this money can be put to
person. Burchard stated that, because views about the elimination of the good use if it was invested in a safe
this was an ESSA event, it was our - physical education· requirement known security, such as a certificate of deposit.
responsibility to do it. Finally, several when he responded to the question. The ESSA voted that the money should
members agreed to post the flyers'.
Others stated the need to make the· be invested, but the decision of what it
In the last issue of The Reporter, an school better and. to get the best satis- will be invested into will be decided by
article was written calling for the ESSA faction from our students fees as the Student Senate.
to accept its responsibility in serving reasons why they are part ·of ESSA.
Committee reports were heard. Julian
the evening ·students and clubs. Presi Mark Moskowitz said that it was to .Aron�witz's Ventilation committee
dent Burchard, prompted in part by this bring student problems to the adminis· reported that the · school is still not
article, devoted the next part of the tration, but that was hard to do because properly vent ilated. The other
meeting to answer the following "whenever someone has a problem, they committees were not prepared to give
questions: What are the goais and go to Helpline because they know reports. .
· objectives of ESSA? Why are you (the more."
: Among the ne.w business discussed
members) here?
President Burchard summarized the was the formation of a new committee,
Registration was first brought up by comments by saying that "We are the the Library committee. This group, to be
the assembly. All ESSA members get to middle part of an hour glass witb chaired by Avigdor Jacobwitz, will seek
I
register early becaus� of their status in students and administration on each to have the libraries open until 11 PM on
government. Burchard said that in the side." Burchai;.d also stated that you ' ·school nights to accomodate evening
future, members will have to put in should not be on government solely for students: Phillip Katz, a guest from
service'in order to register early.
personal reasons, and that the subject of Student Senate, volunteered to repre
Some members expressed personal the goals of ESSA will be brought up sent ESSA in talks with Marilyn
�easons for their involvement in govern- again in the future.
! Mikulsky, director of Campus Planning,
ment. Julian Aronowitz, in all s,incerity, I
ESSA's participation in the United about having evening clubs obtain more
. said, "To meet women." That brought a States Association of Evening Students : office space on the fifth floor on the 26th
- comment from Anna Swain, who was next to be discussed. U.S.A.E.S. is a , Street building. The space will become
national organization that devotes its available when Baruch moves to a new
quipped, "To meet men."
Mr. Aronowitz, with much more , time and expertise to its member, 1: building at 225 Park Avenue South.
seriousness, said, · "_To channel my : groups. Upon the suggestion of Julian ' The meeting ended at 10:30 PM. •

Why d�-Newspapers
, ;·F a1·1?

jngton Star's passing, the New York
Daily News tonight, the dismissal of
Mike Daly from the Daily News for con
I
e
structing quotes and the near death of
the Philadelphia Bulletin as examples,
By Esmond Scott
not only of news hunting being done on
the wrong premise, but as insights "that
Recently, at the request of Professor released very early. In an·interview with newspapers have lost their vision."
Mr. Forsyth who says that he reads
Goldstein of the Spee<;:h Department, a Post reporter she told a story of being
Christopher Forsyth, former reporter for tortured. He did a summary of this story abot eight newspapers a day cover to
"The Age", "The Australian", the along with a live phone interview with cover claimed that "editors no longer
Sydney "Daily Telegraph", New York's Elizabeth Swift. In those hectic trust their own judgment." There is a
correspondent for "Bild Zeitung" and moments, words got mixed up and the striking similarity in content of most
editor of the q1obe, spoke here at psychological- case of tortures was ' papers because "today's editors work on
Baruch. In his S,P'eech, he gave some of. instead ascribed to Ms. Swift. the basis of what's been published else
the reasons why he thought newspapers Newsweek, unaware that the German where or what's been on television
paper had erred, lifted quotes thereby beforehand." At other times they just
in America are failing.
One of the biggest reasons for failure, making the same mistake. "The onus of rely on wire stories to provide them with
according to Mr. Forsyth,· is that checking is no longer a cardinal rule of a lead.
Another habit of most journalists is to
reporters tend to steal quotes from other news reporting in America today," he
write headlines first. This he referred to
newspapers. What makes it even worse stated.
The current trend among journalists, as "top-of-the-head journalism," best
is that these quotations are stolen
without even checking properly. "The he explained, is to begin their news exemplified by the National Enquirer.
need to check sources has gone by the hunting on a wrong premise. Then, when Most newspapers, he said, were guilty of
board in American journalism," he they realize that they have made a mis· this practice of selling headlines. It is
explained. To substantiate his point Mr. take, rather than admit or correct their not only a practice of the tabloids
Forsyth gave a familiar example. Last mistake, they go about to prove that because the Washington Post was guilty
January when the hostages were they are right. Mr. Forsyth cited the of this when they did the Janet Cook
released from Iran, he was working as example of the Post and the little Jody story.
Most papers, · in recent years, have
New York's correspondent for the West Powell story. When it was revealed by
German newspaper Bild Zeitung. This medical doctors that little Jody was not shifted to celebrity journalism which
a
case
of
child
abuse,
the
Post,
with
its
they use as a "recipe for success to
involved doing many interviews to meet
the deadline for a paper published in a five inch headlines, launched a campaign readers." However, the man who turned
country six hours ahead of our time. One about abused children as if it were a new down a job at the . United Nations
such interview was with Elizabeth craze. He brought forward the Janet General Assembly as a reporter stated
Montagne, one of the hostages who was Cook's Pulitzer Prize story, the Wash- that true qualification does not come in

I

I

sensationalization of celebrities. Success
stories are very good for the market but
success should be about "those who
have overcome tragedy and who have
beaten the odds."
The forty-two year-old man who went
to the same grammar school as Prince
Charles, switched from writing political
comment to doing interviews· an area he
had shyed away from before. Speaking
in his thick Australian accent, he stated
tht interviewing people is "a way of
writing uplifting stories." Having found
"the missing link to complete the circle
of my understanding," Mr. Forsyth now
sees God in everybody and the Tabloids
as pointing to the direction of meaning·
ful journalism · human interest stories.
"If a story is rooted in the traditional
values that man has about right and
wrong:· good and evil, and about the
faith he has in God, then it is a good
story and it 'will sell," Mr. Forsyth
instructed. This varied from what · the
Post's Robert Murdoch once told him
about recognizing a good story. Mr.
Murdoch said if more than two people
gather to read a page proof over one
another's shoulder, then it was a good
story. "Today, my eyes are more open,
and I know better," Mr. Forsyth stated.
Mr. Forsyth has resigned as editor of
the Globe. He is now in India putting
the finishing touches on a novel. He will
also be doing research for another• book.

•
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Deve�opment Within the Corporation
Going to school at night is a tremendous
sacrifice for many students. Leaving
friends, family, and free time behind, we
show up in class day after day, an\l year
after year, until that great day of gradua
tion. That's when all those companies out
there that require degrees start breaking
down the doors trying to hire you, right?
That's when you start pulling down a
salary of $30,000 a year, right? That's
when you get accepted to the "fast track"
at a corporation where you join the
executive ranks within a few years, right?
Well, maybe, but probably not.
At a recent seminar sponsored by the
Evening Session Student Assembly
entitled "Training and Development
Within the Corporation: the Ladder to
Success,". the issues of the utility and
futility of going to college was discussed.
Mr. Jack Lorenz, Manager of Personnel
at t h e Accounting firm of A r thur
Anderson and Director of their Manage
ment Systems Division, was the guest
speaker.

College is Not
Enough
A college degree is important, he
stressed, but it is not the final answer to
your lifelong ambitions. A degree is only
the ticket to get you that interview and
possibly the·job. You are considered good
"raw material," as Mr. Lorenz put it. The
corporation recognizes that you have
spent time learning concepts and theory.
b r o ade ning you r kn owledge _a nd
experience. Now they take over. Any
company you get hired into will require
that you do things their way. And that
me.ans further training.

Evening
Session
Student
Assembly

PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE

Only six weeks left of school! Where has
all the time gone? This semester seemed
to have many m o r e h o l i d a y s a n d·
curtailed evening classes than any in
recent years. This has caused an insane
rush by many professors to finish their
required materials in class. Mid-terms
are being delayed; or better yet, split up:
one now and one before the final. Papers
will be due soon. Have you gone to the
library yet? Don't expect too much from
Baruch's libary. Did· you realize that ft is
only open until 9:00 P.M. Monday
through Thursday, and Friday and
Saturday until 5:00? That means that
evening students have practically no u-se
of their own library, because the hours
conflict with their schedules at school
and w o r k . This is very hard to
understand: a Business School, that
expects its evening students to do papers

After spending countless decades in
school, the last thing you want to do is
start learning more things. But as you
continue in your career, you come to
realize that the training and learning
never end. The only way to move up,
you're told, is to know more. This learn
ing can be in a fromal, structured way, or
quite informal. You may be sent away to a
central Corporate Training facility, or a
specific seminar, or just be taken under
an experienced employee's supervisioi\
and "taught the ropes." No matter what
form t h i s l e a r n i ng t a k es , it is a l l
supplemental t o what you did i n college.
Even when you've spent some time
with a company and learned the tech
niques and requirements of the real
world, if you join another company, the
process starts again. But now you've got
experience, which makes you even more
salable than when you just graduated
college. Yet, the new company will surely
impress their ways upon you.
Mr. L orenz spoke about training
programs in various industries, and how
important they are. Banks must train
their tellers how to run their machines
and how to act towards custorpers. Retail
stores train their trainee buyers and
department managers how to run sales,
how to work effectively with others, and
to do the iob their way.
Many college graduates start off in
trainee positions, learning those things
college does not have the resources or
ability to teach: experience and applica
tion. They spend time learning the pro·
cesses and procedures required to do the
job. If they do well, they move up in the
I company, often past others with the
I same backgrpund but no college degree.

But they discover that the next level
requires more learning and training.
Supervisors in fields that did not
1 prepare them for management positions
must be taught how to effectively
manage people, how to prepare
department budgets, and many other
things very different from the
individual!s college training.
Mr. Lorenz advised the seminar's
participants that a knowledge and
understanding· of computers is a must in
getting ahead in business today. Many
aspects of paper-shuffling are obsolete
today because of the role of business
computers. Reports are often compiled
and printed by computers, and vital
information is readily available because
of computer access. Many corporations
that hire on campul advise students to
take computer courses or at least typing
courses to get them aware of how to use
a keyboard.
Many corporations today nave
extensive training programs because of
the need to train and specialize members
of the work force so as to be of optimum
use. Unfortunately, Mr. Lorenz points
out, the loyalty and dedications of our ·
parents to their companies does not
exist today. It used to be common for
someone to work in a company his entire
life, with members of his family working
there as well. Today's society is very
different. There is more mobility; there
aFe more trained and educated
individuals in the workforce. Loyalty
has given way to "where can I make th<'\
most money and get the most benefits."
Because of this general 'attitude,
corporations haye been forcedd to offer
many inducements for their workers to
1

students who have five days in tlie week
between 8:00 in the morning to -4:30 in
the afternoon to take their courses. My
experience has been to find many day
students filling evening classes -because
they want to fill a schedule from 2:30 on,
three days in the week. This is not to say
that day students do not have the right
to take evening courses; but, on the
other l\.and, since most evening students
work during the day they have no
Students are going to college for alternative but to take evening courses.
various reasons: to get ahead on their The situation is a Catch-22: a simple
jobs; to better themselves; to change solution to being closed out of evening
their future. The effort they must expend courses because of their popularity with
in order to accomplish this is admirable. both day and evening students is to
Many are returning to school or starting make more sections of these courses
school later in their lives. Most evening· available at night. But not enough full
students work during the day. These are tenured professors ,want to teach them,
a special kind of s-tudent. They go to and tl\.e sschool cannot affort to hire
school because they want to, because enough adjuncts and non-tenured
they need to, and because they realize the teachers to fill the need.
imp�rtance of a college education. Yet
If Baruch were to make the proper
these same students who are so -special education of its students the -main
and who should be congratulated for objective the situation would be
their hard work and efforts are the first to different. Many c o l l e g e s offer
registration by mail which gives them a
suffer in the college environment.
Because of their tenure, many excellent good idea which courses are more
and well qualified professors can refuse popular and therefore open more
to teach any evening courses. New and sections for them. In this case the need
non-tenured professors a:re told to take is identified and the supply met. At
Baruch the supply is stipulated and the
those hours; or adjuncts are called in:
The evening student.must deal with a needs are compromised. In my talks
limited selection of courses each with a with those in the Administration the
limited availability in their sections, blame is everywhere. The Registrar's
which are often filled with day session Office complains of space and classroom

and term projects does not accomodate
them by making their Library accessible.
The Evening S e s s i o n Student
Assembly has formed a committee that
w i l l s e r i o u s l y look i n t o this very
important matter. Once we ascertain the
p r o c e d u r e s of other m e tropolitan
colleges, we will be able to demonstrate to
the college Administration that we are
beingpoorly accomodated.

CAREE� �
DEVELOPMENT
SERIES C

u

stay, and continually train new
members to fill positions.
The purpose pf this recent Career
Development Series seminar was to
illustrate to Baruch students that a
degree is not enough - that training and
developing in one's career is a lifelong
process. College may be the ticket to
getting the job you want, but in order to
move up, further knowledge and
training is require.d.
The next seminar will address the
topic of what careers look like now, and
in the future. If you haven't made up
your mind what your goal in lif� is, and
even if you have, this seminar on
Tuesday December 8th at 6:00 PM could
be an important revelation. Mr. Herbert
Bienstock, former presidential economic
advisor and well-known economist will
give ·a lecture in the 23rd ·street
Auditorium on the outlook of our
careers. Whether you are planning a
career, changing careers, or want to see
;where your present career stands, this
seminar 'should not be missed.
•·
: · restrictions and the need for more
cooperation between departments in
avoiding conflicts in scheduling
I
corequisites and related courses. The
Deans complain about the rights of
faculty because of unions tenure and
requirements of the college that they ·
write, research and spend time i_n
, scholarly pqrsuits. There must be a
solution. Everyone seems to see the
problems but· rio one is motivated. to
answer them. I' have found an
undercurrent of concern, though. By
experimenting with registration by mail
the Registrar's Office will be better able
to demonstrate the need for a
restructuring of the present system.
With the hiring of new professionals the
quality of our education may be
enhanced. Evening students are a viable
and important group whose needs
should be handled with as much
consideratlon as the rest of the school's
· students. On behalf of its constituents,
all evening students, The Evening
Session Student Assembly will continue
to strive for the improvement and
upgrading of- facilities, courses and
•
professors.

Roger Burchard
President
Evening Session Student Asse�bly
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The Barµ.ch 'College T�to�ia� :Workshops
By Daniel Garrett
"There's no reason for anyone to say
that' they don't understand, or to fail in
college, when this is available," says
Cliarles Desrouilleres, Tutorial Assis
tant to Marjorie Pena, Tutorial Coordin
ator. Desrouilleres, a graduate student,
says that "the quality of tutoring is as
high as we can afford. If it were better-,
we'd hav�_ to pay college professors to
�ome a�d teach." Charles J?esrouiller;s
1s referring to the Baruch College Tutpr
ial Workshops, which are part of the
Compensatory· Education .Department,
and presently available to all students.
The workshops: a math workshop and
a reading/writing workshop, are on the
thir_d floor of the 155 East 24th Street
building. The math workshop is located
in room 343, the reading/writing work
shop is i� room 324. Collectively, they
have a staff of thirty: fifteen tutors of
reading and writing, ten of math, two of
accounting and statistics, and three
receptionists for the rel:lding/writing
workshop;_ two for the ·math workshop,
and one secretary. The receptionists and
secretary are hot full-time, which, says
I)esrouilleres, "is a problem. I'm the
only one besides Marjorie Pena who
·works full-time.''
Nevertheless, according to Desrouil
leres, the workshop has.double the regis
tration that it had last year, a success he
claims is due to "more planning this
semester, ... new people in charge."
Marjorie Pena, the new Tutorial Coor
dinator, acknowledges her belief that "if
someone is interested iri trying to learn,

they deserve the best atten- t ion young filmmaker and Bani.ch student,
possible."
who goes for tutoring in French. He says
i When questioned about the basis of that "in light of this as an instruction
! the need for tutoring, Pena noted that, service, you also find out what occurs in
1 importantly, integrally, "College is all
different classrooms. Since this is not a
[ about learning, but students come in university with a campus, there's no real
i with unrealisti� expectations. They . type_ of student togetherness. People
1 don't realize the amount of time course- 1 come to Baruch, take classes, then go to
' work demands. They don't know how to work. With this, it helps
· to personalize
.
study or take notes. They . have not I the situation."
learned to analyze or question. Peer i Yet, this service, �s being avaiable to
tutoring, which is implemented here, is all, is threatened. The college, which
an extremely dynamic and effective way funds the workshop, as Seek does, has
1
of imparting skills." Paul Pilson, decreased its budget for open-admission
adjunct professor and assistdnt to ' students. Open-admission students
. David Garedew, supervisor of the math make up 1/2 to 2/3 of the students who
; workshop, ·credits, in addition, the need go for tutoring, according to Desrouil
! to there being "different levels of leres and Pena, a fact which has been
learning and teaching. Sometimes existimt for a number of years. This
i · students are in class, don't understand, . budget. decrease now leaves the Seek ·
; teachers don't have time to · stop for fund as the primary source of funding.
: individual students, so they come here , Importantly, ironically, the budget
: and tutors teach them what. they decrease was supported by the fact that
i missed... Some students don't like last year the tutoring service was undermath, so they m�euver around it in used.
As Desrouilleres said about the
high school. Now, they come here .(to
college) and want to get somewhere; reading/writing workshop, so did Paul
Pilson sa'y about the math workshop,
they've got to have math." ,
I One student said that the reason she I "We need more �oney, people, mater
! came here was that she h1s "a professor ials, equipment, the things that money
I with an accent. We don't alway� under- brings." Pilson added, "We're presentiy
· stand him, so we come here." Besides I involved with something called Reagon
I
the nul?erous students who go for help · omics,.
something suffers when you
1 in math, and reading and writing, are decide to make the military a priority.''
Marjorie Pena is currently, working on
the
students
who
go
for
tutoring
in
Psy\
1 ch9logy, Sociology, Philosophy, ... and grant proposals, hoping that they will be
· foteign languages, which is given in the approved, but is fully aware that "in tfie
r:.�ading/writing workshop. Among these future, it may be necessary, in certain
: late_!' _named students is Lloyd Allen, a areas, to tell students t�at we cannot
1

O

'
!

I

I

provide services because tutors are
akeady overbooked."
·The Tutorial. Workshops are opened
from Monday . through Friday, ten to
five all days except Tuesday and Friday.
On Tuesday, the reading/writing work
shop is opened from ten to seven, while
the math workshop is opened from ten
to five. On Friday, the reading/'Writing
wor.kshop is opened from ten to three,
while the math workshop is opened from
•
ten to two,

Sigma Alpha Delta

On October. ?O, Sigma Alpha Delta held�·.:
its annual New Candidates dinner in the
Oak Lounge of the student center. It is
hard to believe that a year has gone by
when I myself ·was a new candid�te;
I
being exposed to Sigma Alpha Del�' for
the first •time and totally _ignorant o� students come and go. Some of them she
what ths organization was all about. As was able to help along the way, and
I looked around the room that night it some of them she was not able to help
all came back to me; the eagen;i�ss and and had to painfully turn them away.
anxiety of being invited to jd)n one of -Although Dean Newhouse/would like to
· the most efficient and effective organiza help everyone, it is virtually impossible
to do so. Needless to say, it· is those
tions of Baruch College.
The new candidates turnout was abso students whom she could not help tht
lutely fantastic - fifty e_ight people.- all she most remembers.
Also present· at the meeting were:
ready to get involved. and learn more
about Sigma Alpha Delta. Such enthus . Dean Hank Wilson, Dean Ron Aaron,
iasm by the _evening students of Baruch James Flanders, Jr., president of the
dispelled all doubts on my part. · Alumni Association, and Eileen Ayva
concerning 'student apathy' (that zian, ex-chancellor of Sigma Alpha.
Delta.
dreaded disease) at Baruch.,
Dean Wilson, in his addres!, to the
This was also a special occasion for the
members of S.A.D. as we were honored gathering reminded us about his up and
with the presence of the most sought coming 'Spring Rap': where interested
after person at Baruch - Dean Bertha: . students and faculty members congre
Newhouse. In all my years at.Baruch I gate at a faculty member's home for an
never had tne opportunity to meet Dean evening of socializing and exchanging
Newhouse, so I was overly interested in information and viewpoints. He also
what she had to say. She showed deep expressed his appreciation of the won
concern for the students at Baruch and derful accomplishments of S.A.D. this
understands their plight beyond a past year and pledged his support for
doubt. Many students �ay not agre� the organization in the future.
with thaL observation based on their·· ' . The one person who really kn.ows .
own personal · encounter with Dean Sigma Alpha Delta 'through years of
Newhouse· in their time of need, but we association with the organization is
should all remember that ·everything has . Dean Ron Aaron. fJe praised S.A.D. and
a limit, and yes, even Dean Newhouse. its members for the many things we
cannot venture beyond it. In her years of have done in the past and offered en-.
service at Baruch ·she has seen many couragement for the future. He empha-.

New Candidates Dinner

by Selwyn Fung

· sized the importance of an organization
such as S.A.D. in any school environ
ment, and urged the new candidates
present to .seriously consider joining the
organization. Sigma Alpha Delta could
not have asked for a better spokesman
than Dean Aaron.
Eileen Ayvazian, last year's chan
cellor of S.A.D., rendered· some insight
to the group as to the. benefits and sacri
fices she received and made during the
term of office. We were all amazed at her
stamina and dedication to give �o unself- ·.
ishly of herself for one .year in order to
make Baruch a better place for the
students. With the h_elp of other dedica
ted Baruchians of Sigma Alpha, she
made S.A.D. a household namE,J at
· Baruch, especially in the area of tutorial•·
services. sihce leaving office this Spr-ing,
she continued tQ actively ·participate in
the smooth operation of the organization
by chairing the Liaison committee of
S.A.D., which ensures adequate repre
sentation of S.A.D. at other evening
session organizations meetings at
Baruch. She is, wi_tnout a doubt, a true
asset to Sigma Alpha Delta.
The chancellor of Sigma alpha Delta,
Henry Chiwaya, carried the evening
rather well under the circumstances, and
did his utmost to make the new candi '
dates feel at ease and t:Uly consider
0

joining the organization. He was quick
to point out that S.A.D. is the evening
student ,honor service society of Baruch
and all members are called upon from
time to time to serve the Ba:ruch com
munity. He settled their uneasiness ·by
explaining that although the Sigma
Alphan may work hard, we also 'play
hard'. That is: there are functions at
which we enjoy ourselves. His go� for
the coming · year is to encourage
students to get involved and not just
"come to.class, but come to school".
After the business part of the meeting
was over, everyone settled down to"
enjoy a superb dinner and to socialize
with those present.
Judging from the interest shown in
Sigma Alpha Delta by these new candi
dates, ·it is my belief that they can and
will make a difference in the Baruch
community not' only now, but in the
•
years· to come.
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JASON MARKS MAKES IT BIG
Photographs: Harry Lauer
Text: Emile Gomez

Class of '51 's Herman Badillo sees eye
to eye with Marks.

-"Jason Marks conceived of the idea of
the book, and he came to the alumni for
support. It happened to land, time wise,
with the 20th anniversary of CUNY.",
These are the words of Paul Schwartz,
Baruch alumnus. Mr. Schwartz is also a
member of the committee that approved
the publication of Mark's bo�k; Twelve
Who Made It Big, the st9ry of the
success of a dozen Baruch graduates.
During a reception held at the
Regency Room of New York's Grand
Hyatt Hotel, Marks: a professor of
English at Baruch, talked about the
series of steps that led to writing the
book. "It seems, lately, that there is an
isolation problem at the college. There is
a lack of togetherness, a lack of friend
ship, that I remembered I didn't have
when I went to school. I wanted to do
something about going back to your
roots, your,young origins. I fiq,t decided
to'write about the history of Baruch, but
the subject matter was too· big. I then
thought about interviewing Baruch
alumni." Marks went to the alumni for
assistance, and they were more than
willing to help. The money used to print
the book was obtained through the
Baruch College Fund.

--

.'),

Former Mayor Abe Beame gushes as he
steps to the podium.

With the alumni's approval granted,

Marks started to write, a chore that
required

Columnist Victor Riesel accepts his
copy of the book from Professor Marks.

An author's pro�d moment.

him

to

tak<_l

a

one

year

sabbatical from teaching. The list of the
people he interviewed, ·whch included
Abe Beame, Herman Badillo, Ross
Martin, Victor: Riesel, Benjamin Berkey,
George Weissman, Albert Seedman,
Victor Besso, Gertrude Alman Stern,
Albert Lippert, Bernard Richards, and
Bert Mitchell, was obtained by a poll of
the 40,000 alumni who responded to a
questionnaire.
Along with Marks, the reception was
honored to have the twelve subjects of
the book present, with Mrs. Ross Martin
substituting for her late husband.
Speaking for the guests, construction
company ,executive Bernard Richards
said that the book "serves as a
testimonial to the opportunities that
Baruch has to offer," and hoped that
current Baruchians could find some
inspiration and meaning by reading this
book. Victor BesSb, besides being
"honored, proud, and humbled," said
that going to City College gave him a
- rare opportunity to "Make and keep
friends, and that, to me, is
important."

Reunited: Jason Marks, members of the
alumni committee, and some of his
twelve friends.

Jason Marks greets Bert Mitchell,
former REPORTER editor and one of
the "twelve."

Albert Seedman, head of security at
Alexander's department store, responds
when his name is called.
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Next followed another favorite, "April been great sihce the first moment, the
At exactly'.·8:31 pm, one minute behand'
scheduled' blastoff time, the countdown in Paris," w'hich is famous·for its driving first note of the first song."
for Count Basie and his orchestra, crescendoes and melodic riffs and · Basie then introduces hi� fead
sponsored by the Alumnae association, chorouses. A shimmering light boundes guitarist Freddie Green whom he says
ended as they took the stage and off the trumpets' in the last row as they has been vlith the band for 68 yearss. (In
launched a packed Baruch Auditorium move in -unison, they are immaculately reality it's only been 47.) "In all those
years I don't think you've heard him
l)Olished and their sound is forceful.
off into an orbit of jazz euphoria.
The band consists _of 5 saxaphones, 4 solo." Elasi!:' says that when Breddie
With Basie at the controls, the show
begins with "Sweet µeorgia Brown." It trombones, 4 trumpets, 1 lead gy.itar, .1 unbuttons hs jacket he's ready. Freddie
takes only a few notes for the audience bass, 1 drummer, and Basie himself. is cool and unhurried as the ban._d leads
up to his part. Just before it is time to
to grasp hold of its melody and �espond Each member is a true virtuoso.
with an instant ovation. The count down · The Coul}t introduced the next song begin his sol�. the Count interrupts w.i_th
as one that lhe recbrded 40-45-y,ears ago "Not yet," to the-<obvious aelight of the
is over and the Count is on his way.
The bass is cl'isp,'the drummer is Joos� and said that "If you're a senior citizen audience. When Freddie does get to his
might recognize it. but if you're not· solo, it consists of just one chord, to the
you
and the horns are tight. Count Basie
even further delight of the audience.
smile.s tne smile of contentment as he · it will probably be a new dne fciryou_"
Apparently no one cared whether the . Basie leans back on his piano stooland
sits at the piano playing a gentle
tune was new or old for as the drummer· �ays "we'll give you a second chorus
melod�
Without stopping to savor· the titilated the high. hat, and the othe� later on in £hes how."
Instantly, drummer Gregory 'Fields.
applause, he moves into the next tune, members al(;ernated on their solos,
"Shiny Stockings." The Count directs filling in with an occasional flute and catapaults the group into a driving beat.
traffic frq_m hs piano stool and the band piccolo, the crowd finger popped and Once he finds his groove pocket, it is p.ot
members ,acknowledge before rising to foot patted along, hoping the song long. before screams, catcalls and
· whistles begin to come from the crowd
perform their solos. The rhythm never would last forever.
Next on the program was an old acknowledging this, the youngest
falters and the pulse gets increasingly
contagious as the band exhibits why he _Mercer Ellington tune "Things ain't member of the'bands talent.
Greg har;idles the difficult rhythms
has often B'een referred to as the most what they · useq to be." A light
suspensful number highlighted by a -comfortably, switching gracefully from
explosive force in jazz.
superb individual performance by high hat to snare to tom tom to cymbals
_ Taking the tempo up to 30 MPH with bassist Celveland Eaton who wielded his in r.epertoire after repertoi:re of
· ·
a -nurnbe.r: 1:_alled "They'.ll never be
another you," the-'B-IG-Band era comes - instrument like a precision tool and had syncopation.
are kept
staI).dards
the
that
says
Greg
to •life and the s\\Ting craze is born again so much fun doing it, looked like he was
as the entire auditorium resound with just showing .off. Eaton has been with high in the Basie band, tht even though
-the bank for 2 year; and says that "It's it's work, it's still fun every �ght. He
Basie magic.
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appreciates being the youngest member
in the band because he says "The rest of
the guys are so musical. We're all a
family here and because everyone is so
.talented, it brings your level up theirs.
Some songs you get tired of playing
with other bands but not with Basie."
By intermission, it was clear in every
ones' mind that this was the place to be
on this particular Friday night.
Even celebrity journalist David
Hartman and his wife Maureen showed
up. Both Hartmans were simply amazed
at the consistency, over the years, of
quality that the _Basie band has been
able to produce.
After a quick 15 minute break, a deep
voice rings out bacl!:stage "O�
gentlemen lets mak!cl it," slowly they file
out, take up their instruments, and at
the Counts command begin the second
half-of the show.
"How Sweet It Is" was the next
number, and how sweet it was. This time
Basie himself had the solo. He tickled
the ivories as though the keys them
selves had begged him to do it. No
w a s t e d m o t i o n s no deliberate
movemepts, just a big-smile and plep.ty
of style.
The tempo is lowered and the featured
vocalist of the evening is announced.
Dennis Rowland takes the stage sharply
dressed in a beige do�ble breasted s1,1it.

In the past; Basie vocalists have
included such greats as Jimmy Rushing
and the incomparable Joe Williams.
Rowland takes it all in stride and brings
to the group a fresh, vibrant, smooth
style of his own.
"He 1 begins wit_h.on the Street where
you live" and as his rich baritone voice
begins to croon; one can't help but think
that Basie has done it again, and
provideq something for everybody.
re 0
e vo
wlk � ;rtz: o:
fi�fu::-���
contemporary. He received a rousing
oyation when he performed the recent
hit by the boobie Bros., "Minute by
Minute!'
Rowland, a particular, favorite of ll_lQSt
of the ladies in the audience has be()n
with th� group for 4 years and is thrilled
at the learning opportunity to be a part
of the great tradition of this great band.
A solemn note permeates the air as
Basie soon announces that this is going
to be his last number. After a quicR
version of "One O'cloc� Jump.' The
count brought the evening to a close
with a powerful rendition of "Jumping
at the Woodshed" one of the more
livelier songs of the night.
As the lights are _turned up there is a
standing ovation for the man who has
displayed the candid coolness that only
40 years in the business can bring,

:i�:.

giving-him the ability to make himself at
home no matter where he plays..
Afterwards, there is no celebrity
i::eceptipn or private guest party, only
the strict professionalism of packing up
after �ne git to get ready for the next.
Their road trip is not over . until the
·middle ofi December and the very next
morning they are due in Boston at
8:30am for the taping of a television
-special to be aired that same Sunday.
_Eyen -tafter a command· perfermapce,
Count Basie still remains modest and
humble in his approach to what he does
for a living. He won't admit to giving a
great show and always says "I hope you
enjoyed it."
The instruments ai:id equipment is
packed �p and there is the last minute
· sclirryfog around of well wishe�s and
autograph seekers. The G0U!Jt is cooi, he }
is composed, he is happy.
Dressed now in a blue trenchcoat and
his famous "Captains Hat" !)e wheels
around backstage in his portable golf
cart ready to board the bus. As he leaves
one can't help but think of his Michelob
commercia_l with him at the piano, for
, everyone who attender his corn�ert in the
Baruch Auditorium 1roost certainly had a
little weekend put in their :week. •
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A GRADE -DISPUT.E
A ·Short Stor·y

I
Cal took off his heavy coat, gioves, and ·
hat, set them down.on the empty desk in
the English l;>epart'rnent office, then
, appro!\ched the professor. Coincidentally, she was 'here to pick tlp her mail,
while he had stopped by· to check on the '
scheduling of one of his"classes. "Excuse
me," he said, "is it okay if I SJ!)eak with
you for a <;ouple of minutes." He
addressed Iier with the delicacy anei care
that most people found oddly ilppro·
'Ce when forced to adeiress her at all.
mystique.; was one of controlled
·n, ra�e an.cl tension. She carried her·
,elf with exaggerated Nobility, but, iri
fact, insteaq of having been ennobled by
this depth . of feeling, she had been
b:wught 1ow, had'l;ieen degraded and dis£igur,ed. She measured and distanced her
w0rds i;!S' she sp0ke them, "What is i�
..Mv.. Williams?" Slie had, as many pro·
fess0rs did, the habit of addre1ising
individuals as M,r. and Mrs. ·even when
they were tewnty ye�n� younger th;ri
she, as Cal was.
He said, "I know, what my awerage is;
b.ut I don't know what I got:on rny,last ·
· "".
paper1 my term pap�·-"
"Y0u receive.d an F, Mr. Williams."

"Portrait of
--- a Black Man'·

by Daniel Garrett

Q

'''-An F?," Cal asked, instantly con- ors offices were, then at his negative suggested he'd once been a hippie,
fused 'and distressed·, for. he'd put a'II response, proceeded to tell him, wanted to help. He thought, this isn't
other work aside to work ori this fast 1includin.g a specific ropm number and going to be (;lasy.
paper, awat'e of th; fact that thr.oughout t.�lephone num0er, which he pQlitely · Cal was' pleased with Professor Lilac's
· most of the semester he'd been lazy"and took, aware -that she was. trying to manner. He really listened ·and. seemed
had wor.ked much · below his usual transform the situation, aware that she genuinely concerned. Lilac told Cal that
ability, not to men.Hon the time,. he was trying to cite his current problem as this "·woula be {I learning experience."
dreaded and _wanted to forget, that he his· making rat1ier than he.r meager -As they stood-up to ·shake hands across
lost control of his temperment and told revenge.
the pi;ofessor's desk and say go9dbye'.
He asked fier to repeat the reason for Cal felt compelled to add, quietly, "She's
her exactly.wha\he_thought of her: cold
and incominunicative. He had viQlalied
his term paJ!ler grade, which she· did, di,f.ficult.'.'
the wall of distan�e that she made irnpli-'·
then-0eg,m to walk with her., away £rom
Easily; ,Pr-ofessor Lilac responded, �
th� �irecti0n he'd bee'n going in., know. You took @ne course with her. I
cit in her relations with others; 'he'd
addressed her personal)y.
Enterrng the hall from the stairway was have to .deal, with her, .�nstantly. Wh0
Jeffrey Bla_ine;, �ung.man who'd been do you think has more trouble with
· "You did your paper on a French
writer,"_she said, calmly._
in. the same class that Cal t0ok with the· her?"
"Th.e work I read of his was in
professor. A day,of coincidences, Cal
C�l smiled sligh'.tly; s.cid good0ye;Jeft,
· English. I don't remem'ber you ·saying
thought. The professor looked at Jef.lirey thei'i thought, well, why is she still here
that it hadto l;ie on an American writer,'!
Blaine, wondering,ly, said' ·hello, hesi- w,hen both colleagves and student� find ,
G::al said, knowing that in fact·, on this
tatedJo'leave the two students together, her difficult?
,;
yet did. Jeffrey anei Cal began tq talk.
paper, she h�d given the class little·
In ,his of.fice, Professor Lilac ti,ied t0
instruction a.t all.
Jeffrey tolei Cal that the J!lro"fessor, as call Pr-ofessor Ann Garish, who was out.
"You are mistaken,", she said, watohCal thought, had not specified the He wrote a·note, walked out o·f his office
nationality 0£ the poet the term paper into the adjacent department office and
ing his face, cooly observing his distre'ss.
And so, began Cal Williams' grade_,,, · was to be on, nor any po.etic tradition.
put it in her mailbox.
Cal completed hs day's classes, then
dispute. He, soon, left the department
ft was, then, early February.
went home, and thought. °Fh(;ln, it was
office, walked to the enei of the.,..hall,
- ' IJI
I
January, the beginning of the Spring
drank at the fountain there, then started
t!he next two months attendCaLspent
semester.. He had taken the professor'·s ing classes, studying, working, woi,rying
to walk bacik to the depar-tment office.
class •eiuring the )!)receding Fall.' about the grade dispute and stoppi�g by He'd ha� a headache that morning, for
semester.
which he'dtaken twoaspirins, the effeet
Pr-ofess0r· Lilac's office, hoping scime
I'[
of whieh lie was still ·feeling then, at .
thing had been achieved, ,but, no,
Professor Madison Lilac, the chair• nothing had. Professor Lilai;'s secretary
noon. It had made him sleepy, leading
man of the English Department, looked velayed the message because, .many
him, now, to think that he'd not heard
at. the sensitive-J.c><!ki,ng, articulate, ti-mes, 'l?rofessor Lilae himself was not
correctly. yet, he knew that he hacl. As
he walked back to the deli)artment off.ice.,
hr-own-skinned .'y0ung Bla<ak- !'na,rn 't:Mat bh.er.e\ was ol:J,t_:_siek.
lt was in Apr,iI that. Cal got two
sat before him.
the professor wa:lked out, seeing him
loo� beyond her, suspecting where he < "And what did she say,'! Profess.or students who'd beeriin t!he same class
he'd'taken with Professor Garish, t0 talk
was going, for he'd asked her once about ,, Lilac asked,.
..,.- _
to Professor l.ilae and support his
"She said she diei," answei'ed Cal. '
where one ·could go if one had a disagree·
...!Cal gave Professor· Lilac otheF rele- . claims. Me had talked to a good nt1mber
ment with a professor }iliout grades, t0
which·s·he'd answered that he'd find this
vant fnformation: class, section, his of students who · remembered Professor
name, his phone number, and, of c;ourse, Garish's vague instructions just as he
avenue unrewarding. He'd said thathad; and as· ked two of them to -ti!lk to
the professor's name.
simp{y the e:ii;:pressiofi of.dissatisfaction
Professor Lilac, mildly authoritative, ·Lilac.
would give him a certain amount of
Professor L..ilac.t0ok·ncites as the two
scholarly, with greying nearly ·shoulder
gratification. Now, she stopped him,
continued on p. 13
length h_air and a manner that also __ _
asking him if he knew where the counselI_

are the neighborhood crimeologists ·, ridicule those who have power below the · r-eached this l!)eak.. However, thei,r
people seek to avoid ·everyqay. Each , neck, call him a ·"good for nothing number is too few, and have been noted
·encounters their own problems of nigger." They respect those with t00 little. So few that it is easy to keep
·identity, the former in trying to fight th� strength above the neck, ;cknowl, edging them, scarce to our m\)mory. Noted so
;tereo-type of "forgetting' where they his accomplishment.s. Yet, even he little tihat @n\) the greatest w,ar.riors for
By Craig Allman
ca!De froµi"; the la.tter'in proving tha_t to · brings dissatisfaction for-p.e may n_ot be peace is 'not even granteei his da:)' birth
. .
Overa ll, the conte'm�orary bhick ma �'s i take it is the only vyay a• black man can able to handle her most basic of needs. as· mankind's day to celebrate life. Yes,
_
make it. Yet _each represents the Either way she has-to defeat her man's we need one to cpnquer so convincingly
story 1s a sad one. I.t 1s one about a bemg
extremes of whg1t a black man can do in desir\) to overwhelm her menta],ity with · that he is gr-anted.top honors in any and
with a potential so high, but�projection
'
this society.
his philosophy of ·what she should be. everyone'.s book.
being so low that he does not even try to
'Fl\is man should have an a�pearance
The c�mmon elements all types of S0, she asserted hersel'f. This was much
fulfill himself. Many-abandon their goals
black man faces are the factors that to the society's delight, for in-the time of that contracts ari undeniable magnetism
before they begin, because they can't see
either enhance cir d\lter his development equal opportunity she took care of two to all smr-ounding hi):n. His pers0nality
thr0ugh th.,e smoke ·screen of society's
He comei;; from a community where quotas to his one.
'should overwhelm others with a confi
discouragement. This kills them on the
This brought,the black man to a cross· dence of being,com.fortab}e anqunl l'iim.
inside, while suicide is' supposedly' failure is common, becoming a working
stiff.means saving himself, and success road of frustration, anger, shame, �nd Hts artieulati0n_ should intei;�st and
against the law.
involves a choice of "punking out" on fear. Re is · frustrated because he can't inform in all respects: His mind should
Let's begin by drawing a·picture of the
'g1ccepted by his peer�. The 'win his women's approval. He is angry be open and understanding in all situaeverything
black male's current situation. By and
6nly ability he consensually noted for is because he s.ees society (which hs women · -tions recogni;rnble. Yet his firmness
large, he is a "blue collar worker:." The
ph)(sical. He is born a .prospect fo.r are bec�ming a substantial par,t of) as · must be present ·to tl}e extent oI being
poor stiff who earns his kee)!l by the
atheletics, and if not he still ha&.,,the his obstacle. He is ashai:ned because he respected. A man for all seasons fuut
sweat of his brow." He drives your bus,
mysticalsexual po.j:entey inherent in his 'knows that in the end he can glace the here for only one reason.
train, delivers your mail, and takes your
As our world faGes ctisis situations,
jungle desceJJdant blood. This makes blame on on qne but himself. Also, he'
garbage. These lower-middle class men
him a subconscious attraction to all has the underlying fear that schemes to the time has come for all to r-eGbgnize
stand on their toes to stay above econo·
women; an'd a· suppresed threat to ail getting to the top won't work, making I comm0n aspect of human l;ieing. This .
mic \\1aters, and ar-e the fathers of many
men. U-he were noted for his mind as he him another nigger.
-j can oe achieved (L0rd cotrect me if
black students of this school.
For once, I'd like ' to see a man over- 1 wrong) if one steps forward fuom our
is his body, he may be. ,voted supreme:'
We also have two sizeable minorities:
Yet the nature of his-upbringing makes come all this madness. A man who iis · 1 lowest projection to le�d us to a· higher
th!'! so-called successes and failures. The
this all but, impossible. His women noted by society and in particular his plane. We need this one soon. fn fact, I'd
successe·s are those who made it to an
wishes for the best of both: let him have own as being a man -among MEN. Yes, , like to shake his hand and say "Welc0me
. executive position in a company .or own_
a body, but lord give him a mind! They there have already been men wh� have. brother, we'ye been waiting for you." •
a small busine�s-concern. The failures
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young men spoke, promised to get back
to Cal, .then said goodbye. Professor
Lilac dialed Professor Garish's number,
there was no answer, and so, he wrote a
rtote, walked out of his office into the
adj,acent department office, and put it in
her mailbox.
As Cal left the department office, Cal
told the two young men, "I should have
done ths sooner. I wasted time."
IV
May.
Cal was smiling; he·.always enjoyed
talking with Professor Tabatha Shulck.
Atitractively blonde and small, she was
also pleasant, informed and informative,
critical and thought-provoking, pretty
much what he thought a professor
should b-e. He'd taken his second Eng
lish composition course with her, and it
was corning to an end; he would get a B
average. He was, now, speaking to her,
an assistant chairman of the English
Department, about her latest essay
exam.
With hesitation, he asked her if she
would remind Pi:ofessor Lilac about his
case, the grade dispute. She said', yes,
and that she was "sorry you had to be
involved" in something such as this. He,
looking at her face and seeing
sympathy, asked, !'I've talked to more
than one professor and mo.re than ten_
students about her. They say she's
'difficult/and ferratic,' and so on. I don't
understand why she's still here."•
Professor Shulck was conservative, re
spectful; she.said, simply, "tenure."
Cal remembered the tension Professor
Gar,ish brought te dass, the p,ainful
dis�omftirt ·students fel't in fier prese,nc�. ,
the intellectual, emotional and physical
repuls1on she aroused in them, and
thought, no, that's not enough.
He walked out of Professor Shulck's
office, which, like Lilac's office, had to be
enteretl through the department office.
In the hall, coming towards him, was
Professor Garish. Cal was surprise{!.,
unsure about how to respond. He noted
her pale skin, emaciated body, per
versely sensitive face with its s_ad eyes,
and her unkept sandy bro'YJl hair and its
grey-black roots. He was, as ·everyone

REPORTER
was upon seeing her ·once· more, struck were bere, it would be your word against
by her vivid prei;;ence. She embodied ?n hers."
"I had two ·students SI-leak, in support,
odd complexity; she seemed to blaze and
still she seemed to have been long dead. to Professor Lilac."
· He wondered at' her ugliness, for that , "It will help if:'! can have this verified.
was what she blazed with, but, as -she In the meantime, see if you can get them
ne;i.red, he said, "Hello." Twice. She saw to write notes saying so."
"Okay. And after that?"
him, she heard him, she walked ·silently
past him.
"There's no set procedure for handling
He cursed himself.
grade disputes."'
"Uh?"
V
"We're waiting for the outcome of a
Cal stood at the phone booth, dressed
in jeans and a T-shirt; yet he was. still case that precedes this one. Currently,
hot. The June sun had already begun to there's no set procedure for handling
I think it's good
blister. A couple of days ago, he'd grade disputes.
written an eloquent and touching, he · that you're doing this, though. It will be
thought, letter, which he multi-copied, €1 good learning experience."
Cal and Professor Tudor exchanged a
and mailed: one copy to the new chair
man of the English Department, one to _bit more philosophy, pleasantries, then
goodbye.
said
the Dean of the Liberal Arts college, one
During the summer, Cal got the two
to the president of the university, one to
. the Dean of Students, and one to the young men who'd spoke to Professor
Ombudsman. The letter, of course, Lilac to sign and send letters to Tudor
coneerned the grade dispute. Cal s·ent substantiating Cal's- claim. That
them out wanting positive re-Sponse to I su_mmer Cal took another English
his. dilemma: action, and, also, he was course. This one was called "The Female
hilariously aware, he wanted positive in Literature." For it, he had Professor
response to his writing, to the style, , Turgren, who inspired him to think that
this. course was the best thing to happen
tone,-li�erary worth of his letter.
The new chairman of the English to him since he'd begun at the university
Department, responsive to student need last Fall. Her dark hair offset handand good writing, -quickly replied. Cal somely her pale skin; she was sensual,
was grateful for her intelligent, pleasant passionate, extremely intelligent and
tone, even though she .said there was perceptive. Her students loved her. Cal
' nothing she could do, and that he should · received a B-at th_e end of her course. She
see the Ombudsman. . The Dean of , was an experience, a b.e autiful
· Liberal Arts wrote a letter, in reply, experience.
She, lllso, sent a letter to Professor
using the standard, impartial rhetorie.
Cal founp. it contemptible. The president : Tudor, acknowledging Cal's sensitivity '
of the university didn't answer. Cal ' and generally good character; Cal had
ass,ume<I that st>Jcien'.t concevns were ; asked her- to.
, VT
.
b.eneatli him. Anyway_, .Cal tliought, I
In October, Cal spoke to Professordon't even know, he exists; I've never
seen him; who has? The Dean of Tudor, the Ombudsman. The bearded
Students asked Cal to come in to discuss overweight gentleman told him that
the matter, which Cal thought was use he'd .not spoken to Professor Garish,
lessly reprehensiple since everything that he still had no "foundation from
had been clearly stated in his letter. Tl\.e which to act." Cal listened, not asking,
Ombudsman had not answered Cal's· as he wanted to, well, if you don'(, who
letter either, and this was who Cal was the fuck does? Cal listened as Professor
Tu'dor said, "I'm going to recommend
speaking with.
"Ther_e's very little we can do now, ,that she set up a council of three profesbeing that it's SUl.l1IIler recess. She's sors to review the case." Cal, maintainprobably out of town," said Professor ing protocol, maintaining an attitude of
Tudor, the Ombudsman, "even if she civility that issues words that are polit_e

DR. ·BEN CHAVIS

·--author of two books: An American
Politi.cal Prisoner Appeals for Human
Rights a n d "Let My Peop le
· Go "-Psalms from Prison, and was the
Nobel Peace Prize ·recipient in 1978..
" Ben Chavis, a warm and straightfor
ward 9rator, told of the need for what he
by Linette White
.
. . termed a new "Collective Leadership"
.
. O,n Friday e vening , November 13, · where each of ·us individually claims
1 B.L.A.C.K. was host to the Reverend Dr. responsibility for "operationalizing the
Ben Chavis, Jr., a fonp.er member of the· · term Black Unity." This means taking
·Wilmington Ten. Those of us who active responsibility for the conditions
attended were truly enlightened by Dr. we live in and working together to effect
Chavis -' discussion on "The State of change; thereby not lodging the onus for
Black America" and "The Need for New improvement upon a few individuals. As
Dr. Chavis stated, "none of us started off
Leadership."
Dr. Ch!ivis, a long-st?nding civil rights where we are at today." It is because of
leader who has worked alongside Dr. the freedom fight and courage of the
Martin Luther King, Jr., the Southern collective black forefathers that Blacks
I Christian Leadership Council and the have made progress to this point in time.
NAACP, has a long list of degrees, affilia -This collective leadership is the crux of
tions, and awards which tell of his dedica the New Black Leadership Dr. Chavis
tion, to the struggle for socio-ecorn:>rnic. sees as emerging today.
"The State of Black America must not
and political freedom for Blacks in
· America. In addition, Dr. Chavis· is the be d e pendent upon government
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but meaningless, said, "Thank yo'u.
Thank you for trying." He was awar.e
that he was lying to the man,. th?t he
didn't really want to thank him for
trying because he felt that trying was
not enough; he was paid to try, and, tp
, succeed in concluding a case. yet, Cal
also knew that it was his momentary digression from protocol, his momentary
honesty with Professor Garish, that had
gotten him into this mess. He had begun
to lie to people who lied and who wanted
to be lied to.
Weeks after the case had been referred
back to the English Department in
November, Gal sat in the offi�e �f the
English Department, waiting fo_-speak
j;o the new chairman. Corning out of her
office, his old office, was Professor Lilac.
'He saw Cal, stopped to converse, congratulated Cal on a couple of activities
'he'd seen Cal involvecl in around the
school, then said, '.'If there's anything I
can do, tell me." Cal said, "Thank you."
·After he left, Cal wanted to laugh, to
scream; he thought for sure he'd do one
or the other. Instead ·he thought, with
cold rage, Motherfucker,- you had your
'chance to help. LIARS. All you asses do
· is lie: You can't DO a fucking thing, but
y9u're all too damn egotistical, too damn
stupid and dishonest to admit it.
Professor Lovett, the new Chairman,
intellectual, intense, and too thin,
out of her office. She looked at
walked
I
Qal, who still had on his coat while
holding his hat, and said, "Mr. Williams
we've done all we can do in this depart
ment.'You're going to have to go back to
I the Ombudsman." She continued to look
at C:al, to wateh him as he stood up.
'"Okay," Cal said, "okay:•
She, then, turned to her secr.etary and
asked if she had any messages. No
doubt, Cal thought, she wants to get to
other. people for whom she will do all she
can. No doubt, Cal thought, there are
numerous persons awaiting this service.
· No doubt, he thought, others will have
this learning experience.
•

pro·grams for the time of handouts ·1s
over," Chavis went on. In light of
Reaganomics and the Americ�n eco
nomic situation many amens were heard
from the-enthralled audience. Dr. Chavis
went on to tell us that the Black
community is ripe with knowledge and
life experience. Now is the time to. come
togetherto move forward as apeople who
can do for ourselves.
As the-discussion drew to a close much
had been said by Dr. Chavis about the
State of America and the Need for New·_
Leadership. One point in particular
sticks in my mind.
Dr. Chavis had stated that the word
education means to have the ability "to
lead oneself out ·of the problems one
faces." At this point I felt challenged to
continue preparing myself for the future.
I also felt the challenge to teach someone
else along the way, thereby taking a step
toward fulfilling the call for a much
needed new collective leadership within
•
the·Biack communities of America.
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Campus Announcements
Dear Member of the Class of J�ne-August, 1982:
The Placement Office invites you to p_articipate in our career planning and place
ment program next semester. ·
In order to-participate it is mandatory that you attend an orientation session.
Topics to be covered at the orientation will include:
• Career opportunities in fields relevant to your degree.
• Job interviewing and job search strategies.
• Resume writing.
• Placement Office procedures.
For your convenience, we are going to conduct orientations on the following dates.
Please come to any one orientation:
TIME
ROOM#
Monday, Ded. 7, 1981
Tuesday, Dec. 8, 1981
Thursday, Dec. 10, 1981
Monday, Dec. 14, 1981
Tuesday, Dec. 15, 1981
Thursday, Dec. 17, 1981

5:30 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
2:00 pm
5:30 pm
12:00 pm

4 South,_ 17 Lexington
R. 114, 155 E: 24 St.
4 South, 17 Lexington
R. H4, 155 E. 24 St.
Main Auditorium, 17 Lexington
4 South, 17 Lexington

We encourage both Business and Liberal Arts major; to attend one of these
orientations.
One final note: We will conduct a "Career Seminar" on Thursday, December 3,
1981 at 12:00 pm in Room 1.J4, 155 East 24th Street. Representatives from several
different industries recruiting at Baruch will make presentations. We urge all
students to attend.
Sincerely,
William L. McLoughlin
Associate Director

-SENIORS
Sign up for

Beginning Monday, November 30th
137 E. 22nd St.

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Eve & Grad Student Services
5-9p.m.

For More Information
Ed Rosenwasser
(713) 668-7899

Undergraduate co"ilege students have
more than 250,000 sources of nongovernmental financial aid available. Most. ·students, however, don't know these
sources exist and don't realize they '
qualify, according to Student College
Aid, a nationwide, computerized, scholar
ship locator service of Houston, Texas,
The Student Development Center
Over the last few years one fourth of premiered a videotape production called
these funds have gone unused. This is Peer Tutoring-I Can, You Can on Oct
over $125,000,000 each year. The large ober 15, 1981. The tape is an orientation
number of sources available makes this to the peer tutoring process as illustrated
understandable. It would take the by Mark, a prospective peer tutor whose
student many months to search out all fears and doubts are shown through hum
these listings.
orous day-dreams. Seeking ans'¥ers,
Student College Aid uses a computer to Mark talks with two peer tutors, who by
match students to the appropriate relating their experiences show him that
sources. The student fills in a Dataform he too can be a peer 'tutor.
requesting information about the family
The program was written, produced,
and self. Using thi_s information -t.h e and directed by David A. Zema, the
computer generates a printout listing the Media Coordinator for the Student
sources of aid appropriate for that - Development Center. Dr: Jim Perrone,
student. Many students receive 25 the Director of the Center supervised the
listings, but·the average is 12, valued at project which was sponsored in part by a
$12,000.
grant from the Title III Strengthening
The fee for this service is $45.00 The Developing Institutions Program and in
student has a money back guarantee. The part by the Baruch College Library
company guarantees to find at least 5 through the support of the Baruch

Student· Deve}opment
Center

listings or those listings discovered and
the fee are returned.
. These 250,000 sources come from such

YEARBOOK PICTURES
Student Center

Student College
Aid

Room 525, 26th St.

organizations as CO!jpOrations, unions,
philanthropies, colleges, foundations and
ot heil private o r g anizations. The
comi:>any suggests applying 9 to 12
,months before matriculation.
For more free information.write
Student College Aid, 3641 Deal Street,
Houston, Texas 77025 or phone (713)
668-7899.

$5 :fee

Curricular
Guidance
Counselors in the Office of Curricular
Guidance, School of Business, will be
seeing students who are registering early
for Spring 1982 on a first-come, first
served basis at the following times:
Monday, November 30 and December 7
9:00 am to 7:45 pm*
Tuesday, December 1 and 8
9:00 am to 7:45 pm*
Wednesday, December 2 and 9
9:00 am to 3:00 pm*
Thursday, December 3 and 10
9:00 am to 7:45 pm*
Friday, December 4 and 11
9:00 am to 12:00 pm
*Counselors wi,11 not be available from
12:45 pm to 1:45 pm. Credit checks will
not be done.

The M�ditation Club of Brooklyn College presents
Shantidham:
A journey to the realm of peace
.,
An inter-collegiate event including: songs, darn:e, meditation, drama,.a shprt talk,
and refreshments
Sat Dec 19, 1981 1:00 to 3:15 P.M.
at The Church Center, 777 United Nations Plaza
44th Street and First Avenue
Co-sponsored by the Indian Cultural Club of Baruch College and the Office of
Student Activities of Bronx Community College
Info: 729-0938
Free Admission
All are invited

College T elevision Studio.
Hattie Rogers and Mike Lydon of the
Television Studie provi<½.ed technical. as

Well as creative assistance. Marge Pena
and Lynn Dozier of Compensatory Pro
grams served as editorial consultants.
Additional consultation was given by
William Holmes, a peer tutor and Debbie
Mastrangelo, a peer tutor, who also acted
in the tape. HeadliI).ing the cast were
Mark Hart of the Advertising Society,
Mike Jones, a peer advisor, and Mike
Firestein of the Center for.Urban
Teaching.
To schedule a showing of the program,
contact Dr. Jim Perrone, Box 304, xt.
4456. Those interested in Education
2005, the peer tutoring cou�se taught by
Marge Pena for the Education Depan
ment, should contact Lynn Dozier at xt.
3311.

DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR
EVENING STUDENT
GOVERNMENT IS?
We, the members of the student
government, would like t0 hear from
you.
WHY?
BECAUSE WE CARE!

WBMB
W B M B 5 9 0 AM, B A RUCH'S
STUDENT RUN RADIO STATION
WBMB IS LOCATED AT ROOM
BL 15 of the 26th STREET BUILDING
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
CALL 725-7168

Room 509, 46 E. 26th St.
Mon · Thurs 6-9 PM
Telephone: 725-3031
725-3385
STOP IN AND LET US KNOW
WHAT YOU ARE THINKING, AND
HOW WE CAN HELP YOU!
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Whatever Happened
to Christmas?
REPORTER
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Story and Pict_ures by H.M. Lauer

Ah, it's that time of the year again. The
No, the a!>ove story did not really ..
overcoats have come out of the closets;
happen. It's purely fictitious. It is
the gloves have gone on the, hands; the
meant to drive home a point. Simply
boots have replaced the loafers. The air
put, Christmas is no longer a time of
is fresher, the sun is brighter, there is a
prayer and good will toward your fellow
touch of excitement in the air. Every
man. It's a time to swear, a time to'
body seems to be smiling. It's
bribe, a time to lie and cheat. Am I being i
Christmas time ag�n!!! You walk past
unfair? Untruthful? Blasphemous? Or is I
the X-mas trees lin�d up .9n the
it that everyone else is? Is it -my fault I
sidewalk. What a beautiful sight!! What · that Christmas has become so commera beautiful scent! f But wait .... What is
cialized? Is it yours? Is it the fault of our,
that piece of paper? Why, it's a price
fathers? SOMEBODY is to blame! Yes!
tag! Twelve dollars? Outrageous!!!
WE are to blame for continuing this
Let's see if this tree has a price tag. Why
tradition of giving and receiving.· Still,
yes! It does! It is a bigger tree and it
this commercialization of Christmas.has
carries a bigger price tag as well. Oh
been around since long before you and I
well, let's keep walking, 'My my, aren't
were born. Many years ago, people
these department store windows fixed
would' knit sweaters, socks, mittens, and
up nicely!!! Flashing lights·, wreaths, ' other things, and present them to their
presents, hmmm · more price tags. Must. friends or neighbors, as sort of a good
be a coincidence. Let's move on. Heyl I will offering, or a gesture of friendship.
Isn't that Santa Claus sitting over
They in turn would receive ai hand·
there, waving a bell in the air? Yes, yes, ! carved pipe, a home-baked pie, or some
-it IS!!! But wait one minute · what is
other hand made gift. But then, some0qe
that box next to -him1 -lot, looks like a
got lazy. "Gee, Fred's store- has a
chirrmey, but why are those people
sweater in the window. Hmmm, three
dollars. I'm gonna buy it for Jim!"
shoving money into it? WHAT IS
Then, Jim got to thinking "Hey, maybe
GOING ON HERE? This is supposed to
I'll buy Walter something from Fred's
be a holy occasion. Jesus Christ was
next year." Fred? Well, he had a new
born on this day. That man-he isn't
H E ' S · sales-pitch to put ,in his store/window:
smi1i ng! H e , he. .
''Why knit her a quilt when y0u ·can buy
SWEARING!!! Careful, b e careful, that
it from Fred's?" It didn't take long for
tree is heavy. LOOK OUT FOR THAT
other stores to catch hold of this·
ICE!!! (C-R-A-S-H). Oh my, what awful
language!!!
gimmick, no sir!!! Don't believe me?
_ Well, just go tum on your T.V. Go on, I
J

JV
''1-Z'

,dare ·ya! Took the ba:it did you? Good. dl'\Y to see who can get the most for the
Look at that commercial on channel two. least; a day for new toys!
Lovely tree in the �indow; man sitting
A lot of people really can't afford to
.in a chair, smoking a pipe; kids playing spend m_oney on presents, yet they do it
merrily on the floor. Wife walks up to. J all the same. And they do it with man's
husband and sits on the arm of
· the chair. 'gift to man, the credit card! Last year, a
'. friend of mine decided th;i.t his dau�hter
She· speaks:
.
"Honey ,' I'm so glad you bought-this would really love having a doll house for
100% virgin· wool carpet for the living 'her· dolls. He ran out, plunked down his
Foom. It's the perfect_ holiday gift!" Mastercharge card, and presto! He was
'Sickening, isn't it? 0.K. Let's turn off. now the owner of a doll house· almost.
the T.V. and look in newspaper. Wh_a t-ao ·one month; he couldn't meet the
lyou see? Advertisements. ·Commercial- payments, the doll reverted to its former
:ized Christmas advertisements. Artifi- ·owners, and the dolls were evicted!!!
cial Christmas trees. Trains for Junior Talk about a sad scene!
on sale: Winter coats on sale for 10% off.
Why? Why do we give presents and
Of course, they don't tell you that if you_ gifts? True, the wise men presented the
• 1wait until after Christmas, the'price will .baby Jesus·with gifts; but they didn't
drop another 10%. No matter where you rush out to the department store to buy
go, it's commercialized Christmas. Even them. Can you imagine the Wise Men
your employer is commercialized:· saying to baby Jesus "Here is goid. I
"Jones, if you don't have this 660 page bought it on sale at Bloombels?" Or:
report ready by noon, it'll mean no "Here is frankencense. I bought it from
I the head shop at Israel and Vine?" Can
.bonus for you this year".
I
And how about your friends? You buy you imagine what your best friend
them a camera, they buy you a box of : ! would think of you if you gave him
Kleenex. Then you bitch because you myrrh or frankencense for a present?
paid ·more for their gift than they paid
No· I am not against Christmas. I am
for yours. Why do we give gifts in the I against wht it has become. Christmas
first place? Because it's expected ofus!!!: should be in your heart, not in your
AHA!!! THAT'S why we do it. We've wallet! It js Jesus Chris'½_ day· we are
been brought up that way. And we take to share in the joy of his' birth. We are
ithis upbringing of ours into business. NOT to commercialize th� day in His
We are not celebrating Christ's birthday I ·name.Re.member this Jesus gav.e his life
,. we're
celebrating a day off from work; a for us. Is it asking to much of us ·to give
·
·
•
__ our love to him?
1 ·
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Through the Eyes of The Words of-a Poet
Bob Marley
Omo-Keta Jabbar
By Esmond Scott

by Daniel Garrett

-rhe brotherhood of Rastafari has as one
These days, it is generai!y conceded that
of their prima ry precep ts, the virtue of ·
a me-first attitude permeates our culture.
Peace. War, that G orgon with its roary
1
h is attitude, it is said, can be found in
T
.
head, is a vice against w hi ch they h ave
the rarefied atmos pheres of the fiel ds of
sworn convictions. Their strong feelings
' art, business, and college, all of whi ch are
h ave come about pr imarily as a resu lt of
ex cee dingly compe titive . The claims for
their love and belief in the p eac e l oving
the necess it y of a me -first a tti tude is
and Necessary Being Haile Selassie. I n
ten supported by noting the existen ce
of
_many of his works Bob Marley -showed
of this immense c ompetiti on , whic h is
th at he was a pa rt of this con�ction . H e
usually most intense and scathing when ·
H e con demns whites for their perpetu
lent himself to the questio n of war, tha t
I Fro � as early as the 1920's I taly, ' it i nv olves minori ties. Y et, poet Om o - ating
of t lie r acist and exploitive char ac
dreadful preoccupation of politicia ns
l e a d e r s h ip o f B en it o
the
under
and, on the othe r ha nd, to the question Mussolini, showed much .,aggression ' Ket a Jaqbar, who is involved in all of the •,eristics of this capitalist state. I n
above named a reas, and is also a West acco�dance with what seem� . to be his
of peace. His favorite of these songs was towards the_ African state of E thio pia.
Indian B lack, rej ects pla cing priority on own racism, which he sees as re alism, he
"War". T o many this was believed to be The Italo-Et hi_opian war which took
se
lf-interst as a solut ion to t his, and other adamantly opposes the suggestion that
Bob's favorite song. T he words were pl ace between 1935 and 1936 was,
troublin g lif e c i rc umst a nc es. H e s ays
.the white man be perceived as a brother,
taken f rom a sp eech given in Calif ornia
according to Mu ssolini, to make the
th at "we are focusing on our individual
seeming to'co-1:!tradict his very humanis
by Selassie on Tu esd ay Apr il 28, 1964.
savage country of Ethiopia civilized. His
preferences so much that we don't have tic philosophy. Shifting restlessly in his
These are Emperor Selassie's words ethnoc entrism blo cked his vision and so
eno ug h co mm on b onds . W e l ose our
seat, he says th at friends h ave noted and
which formed Marley's song "War":
he forg ot th at E thiopia was n ot the
st rength."
questioned his t enseness , his anger, and
uncivilized country but Italy where,
"What life has taught me on the
·
Om
o -Keta Jabbar ad mit s th at he sees
th
at these emotions result fr om being
centuries before, ca nnibalism was a way
question of
his writing as a way to encourage these told when he was "young, about six,
of life.
\
racial discrimination I would like to
bonds. Invariably, during our co nversath
a
t injus tices had been done to Black
A lthough earlier on in 1923 Ethiopia
share with
tion, wh ich takes pla ce in the 7th floor I people , but that th ings were going to
h ad been · unanimously accepted to the
those who want to learn.
lib�a ry of Baruch Colle ge , w here Omoch ang e an d were c h angi ng. Littl e
League of Nations , had worked on a pact
Keta is cu rrently a senior attending , change has actually occured and little
of friendship with Italy in 1928 a·nd
Until the philosophy which holds one
classes,
after
completing
the
day
at
a
change
seems likely to occur." After all,
excha nged ambassadors with them in
race
major corporation as a field-worker, he this is 1981, after Martin Luther Ki�g.
1929, Italian facism and pride could not
·superior and another inferior is finally
uses as metaphor for his writing that of Jr., Malcolm X, James Baldwm,
be sa tiated . Their motives f or attacking
and
"a shoe, a shoe that can fit an yone; this L e ont y ne Pri ce , Ali, ... Vol t aire ,
were the desire for national status and to .
permanently discredited and
Shakespeare, John Locke, and so many
way, !·don't cut anyone off."
bu ild an. �mpire ; the self gain of
abandoned
Of medium heig ht, slender build, dark others; if we still do n't know that we all .
Mussoline and his clique; the need fo r
Tha,t until there are no longer first
c o mp le �i on , smal l fa c ial f e a t u res , he are human b eings, equally entitled to
new resources f or a po or I taly and to
cl,ass and
-whatever there is, will w e ever k now?
conveys energy and· a depth created out
gain vengence for th e def eat they
second class citizens of any nation
Omo-Keta says, with some sadness but
of street e xperience and formal educ ation
'suffered at Aduwa in .1896.
Until the color of a man's skin is. of no
as he sits across fro m me in the gr een- mostly controlled anger, that "when I
Selassie pleaded to the league of
more
carpeted, white-ceilinged, busy but sma ll go to school, they tell me about all th e
nations to J,top the attack but it was to
· significance than the color of his eyes, ·
library. A Journalism maj or, as well as a wh ite literary greats. I'm in · kinda
no avail. Pope Pius XI was alleged to
That until the basic human rights are
poet whQ's h ad w ork publish·ed in the garten. When I reach colleg e, they tell
·
h ave blessed Mussolini's s word and
equally
I s our cuIture, and sm
Amsterdam N ews, Borough of Manhat- me that '"t'
· ce
,
,
Italy waged war on E thiopia with a
_ ,
guaranteed. to all without regards to
tan C o mmu nit y C ol l e g e an d Hun ter you re here, 1t s yours too. -Blacks
blessed sword a nd poison gas. T he
race
College yearbooks and a pl ay-wrig�t who have been convinc ed that there was no
European nations looked on quite
That dream of lasting p�ace, world
Africa, that B lacks had no cultura l
has ha d two plays produced a t .B.M.C.C.
passively.
citizenship,
_
values unt il the white man." Y et, ultiduring the time of h is a ttendan ce there in
A ccording to Marl ey this was what
'and the rule of International Morality
1976, he says that writing is really what mately realistic, he calmly states "I
:
Will remain in but a fleeting illusion to
!politics promoted. The Nuclear Arms
c an't w hole-he artedly blame society.
he wants to do b u t tha t he needs h is day
!Race, the build u p of ar ms and the talk
be pursued
j ob to "pay the rent ._ My view of the WE have gone to sleep. We are given
'of l imited war demonstrate that politibut never attained
as e ncour ag em en t f or our
br ibes
cor porate structure, as a Black, is very
cians are involved in a great "Rat Race" And until the ignoble and unhappy
nega tive. Someo n e ta l k ed to me about
remaining. asleep."
In an effort to achieve the ir ends they
regime that now
Nevertheless, Omo-Keta Jabbar will
becomin g part of Ma nag e ment , but I
will "�;ibe u� with th_eir lf:-1ns _.
and
hold our brothers captive in Angola, In
re a l iz ed th a t Manag e m e n t wa l ks o n
con tinu e, as he pridefully says, to write
Mozambique,
�one� ��d m so dom� belittle our ,. people's backs, makes their lives miser- of "love; pa� sion,_ _and a ger," while
�
mtegnty. War, ac_cording �o Mar ley
South Africa in sub-human bondage,
hoping th at his wn tmgs wi ll even re�ch
able. I didn ' t want to do that."
· drove y�uths to fight �gamst other
Have been toppled, utterly destroyed;
Jab b a r a c kn o w ledg es the cu ts _a nd the "po]J cy-makers and l ead the rn to ask
Until tht day the African continent will youths without even knowmg the re ason
brui ses th at being part of a capitalist ' how would I feel if I were in his
for _ fighting. Politici_ans mak e wars !ind
not know peace.
·, system endows. H e sees the politics of place?'" Though haunted, as many
· We Africans will fight, If we find it
�hil� t�e hungry fight these wars f�r · ,the state as being integrally a part of the Blacks are, by p erce p tion of the
1?eah st1c heads _ of states so t hat their
necessary and.
comple xity of the world, and a co mp lex,
eco no my. It is with knowled ge and regr et
-isms and -cr ac1es can b� brought to
We know we shall win as we are
somet ime s contradictory, res ponse to it,
.
th at he says, "Politic ia ns get wh at they
su pre macy, they clink their champagne
-confident in the
wa n t , but don 't k n ow w h at ago n i es '. he says, quietly and sincerely, "I think
gla sses. H e?ce, when M�rley wa s
, Victory of good over evil."
peo ple go through to give the m what they · that I'm trying to say that we can forget
threatened w'.th a draf t to Vietn am, he
T o Bob Marley, until these vic es were
wa n t . T h e r e wil l a l way s b e r a c i s t our differences." It wouldn't be the first
returned to hi� le ss war-proned c ountry.
realized there would forever be "wars
ele ments until the syste m under w hich . time th at art h as helped to redeem the
H e was comnutted to peace.
and rumors of war". While this son g
we Jive is one of sharing. Racist beliefs s pirit of society, an age, and also,
continued on P· 18
sho ws the solid arity for _Africans at
and t ende ncies make it possible to keep I through the e xercise of faith that it
home and abro ad it also reminds us of
p e· op l e in b o n d a g e , w h i c h mak e s · demands, the rede mption of the spirit of
•
'an artist.
the I ta lia n invasion of E thiopia.
explo itation p oss ible."
1

I
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_F].,,O_fl,A.'S
WISE MEN LEARN FROM
FOOLS FROM THEIR OWN!
.
/OTHERS MISTAKES
PHILOSOI'��:_ _
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REPORTER

Integration
Omo-keta Jabbar
•*

You talking
'bout integration man?
After all these years
Of sufferin, beggin, and weepin
you still talkin
'bout integration man.
You talkin
'bout integration man?
You talkin
'bout being a house nigger?
Lickin the crums from the man's
table. - Soul Food! - Ha ha ha.
That's integration man
- Is you crazy· Negro
Man are you crazy?
Negro talkin 'bout integration
You talkin
'bout integration man?
livin in slums,
roaches runnin over you
is that integration man?
Am talkin
'bout integration man!
A Black Church
A Black Controlled Economy
A Black Education
Am I not talkin
'bout integration man?

t!

VISIONS OF YOU AND I

c

�

·

,And time Black Queen
in it-self
Has brought us together
And in its matured form provided us
with love
And time Black Queen
Rapid as it might seem
This bond fixed I hope
has materialized
Time Black Qq,een has brought us
together
And everything having its purpose
Time holds our destiny
Yes, Black Queen in time
And of touch
Yes, Our touch which touched
our innermost souls
was caused by time
Time Black Queen
Long lasting moments of time
bathed us in baths
Baths of prespiration
and in time
Oh yes
In Time
The ultimate will be reached

OMO-K.ETA
JABBAR
Time Black Qu.een has been unfair to us
You in your self and I in mine
drifted our own equal and separate ways
and within that span of time
life went on
You doing your thing and I mine
And in ourselves we enjoyed
and did enjoy life
Time Black Queen has a way of undoing
-the doos
The Oddities
They them-selves become narrow
but straight
Yet there were content moments
And those moments provided happiness
But on we went in our own equal and
separate
ways
And as time became old Black Queen
you in your area of location
And I in mine
We seemed to have experienced
Experienced that immortal force
together
Black Queen
And that force in time seemed fair
Listen lady of color
It is an illuminating bond of love
that force of mine

Yvo�e Davis
My eyes are blinded by_ visions of you and I
The reality have become too much to bare.
When you kissed my lips just the other night
my heart was no wnger mine.
My sentuality was hllighten to the point of
no return,·
My body was yours to command as you pleased;
and it pleased me to give to you.
My body can still·feel the joy of it al�
and my mind is tantalized by visions of you
and!.
My body can no longer settle for anything less than
your sweet touch.
It can not deny the ecstasy of my tragic flaw.
Should I denounce my desires and wants, and give
·in to moral sins?
My visions ar1; clear,
Visions of you and I dance in
my ·head like sugarplums in a fairytale.
Yes, my visions are clear,
with distinguishing features
of you and I.
Oh, the ecstasy ·of it al� visions
of you and _I.

a, littly tiny thing!
DEATH/ OMO-KETA

TIME/

PAGE17

JABBAR

Oh mighty death
Show me not your muscles
because they accomplish
nothing
They accomplish nothing
but unhappiness and sorrow
Oh mighty death
Show me not your teeth
because your smile
projects a picture
of your guilt
Oh mighty death
Laugh not,
because the echo of your
laughter surrounds you
and is slowly creeping
to bind you
Oh mighty death
Your poµ;erful army
invades the four comers of
the earth
and destroys the souls of mankind
but what you will destroy
when your battles are won
Oh mighty death
Show me not yqur muscles
Not your teeth
Not your laughter
Nor your cunning to
invade
Be9ause you're _not.

Yvonne S. Davis

Something kicking deep down in my stomach
way down deep in the pit of my guts..
It's a little tiny thing
Its a little life that hasn't got much
time to live;
Its slowly becoming a part of me
and yet its unwanted
It hasn't done anything to hurt anyone
and yet its doo·med to elimination
Its a little tiny thing that hasn't· been developed yet.
Its a littly tiny thing
that might have been the first
Black President!
but it didn't get a fighting chance
to change anything.
It might have been a teacher, a doctor
or a lawyer
this little tiny thing that will never get a chance
to devewp and grow
because:
it was:
unwanted
undesired
·and unprepared for
This little tiny thing that hasn't been
developed yet,
It could have looked just like me!
or maybe him!
This little tiny thing
It couldv'e been just'like me
and why not!
it is a_ part of me
THIS LITTLE TINY THING!

c.ontinued on o. 18
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Announceme.nts

NEW HOM�
continued {;omp..1

would evaluate them.
The subject of Baruch's leasing of 225'
Park Avenue South was dealt with in
detail. It was asked by one person if
there was a chance that the school could
have found a more suitable buildi�g .
than 225, which is eight blocks from the
26th street building.
Segall fielded the question by saying,
"There were 3 or 4 serious negotiations
with the owners of several buildings,
including one that is across the street
from us. These talks broke down, and we
s�ttled at 225. We we�e lucky to ge_,t this
space. The walk from 18th to 26th
streets, I t,hink, will affect a small part
of the student population."
After the issue of space was debated,
Segall opened the floor for any questions
in any area.
On subject of the student fee refer-.
endum, Segall said that one can be
drawn up, but it would have to be
approved by him in order to be accepted.
The referendum being planned would
call for increasing the student activity
fee in order to fund the Student Center.
The future of Baruch's Helpline was
al!:>O mentioned. It was said that

Helpline is financed through a Title 3
Grant, monies that may cease· to exist.
Segall stated that he would do all iri his
Representativ.es of the Harvard Business
power to keep Helpline going.
School will be i� the Globus Lounge on
Other topics discu.ssed were the lack
Monday, January 4th, at 7pm, to discµss
of computer equipment, tutorial services
application procedures, entrance requirements,
for non SEEK students, career place-',
financial aid, academic program, and the
ment offices for evening students, and
value of a Harvard education.
classroom policies. Segall referred to•
17th floor 360 P.A.S.
, budgets problems when responding to
' most of these inquiries. The ombuds. man, the President said, should be
TYPING
consulted with regards to classroom
· policies.
Typing done on IBM by college grad; pica type.
The high point of the evening was
, Segall's fervent answer as to what he
thought of pot smoking and drinking on
Term papers, theses, dissertations, law briefs,
campus. "I'm not really forceful on some
issues, but I am on this one. There
manuscripts, letters, resumes, etc. Fast,
should be no drinking or pot smoking at
all on campus. It affects your ability to
accurate, reliable, reasonable. Convenient.
work, and it is not proper in a college·
setting. We've also had some calls from
Call today. 838-4292 or 838-7451.
the owners of the buildings ori this."
This was the second President's Lead
------------------------------1
.ership Reception, an annual event insti- I, r
tuted by the President. At the .end of his·
TRANSCRIBING
talk, Segall thanked all for attending,
If you can tap_e it, I can. type it ..
and looked forward to meeting us "a
Manuscripts-Termpapers-Reports
little earlier than a year from now." •

Call Betsy 387-9231

In the mid 70's tribal war assumed
grave proportions in Jamaica and Bob
Marley made an exodus from his
beloved country when an attempt was

made on his life. He returne,d later in

1978, after two years, to perform in a
dream concert fittingly titled "One Love
Peace Concert." This was an official free
. concert at the National Stadium to
honor the peace pact that gang leaders
had signed in an attempt to end their
fanatical political warfare. On a
memorable night in 1978, Robert Marley·
called the leaders of the two political
parties on stage and with his charisma
joined.their hands together and closed
the concert with the song "One Love,
O�e heart, let's get together and feel
alright." Strangers held hands and in
1------------------. the wee hours of the morning, Marley in

POETRY PERSPECTIVES

You met him on a horrid day
The sun was bright and strong,
You were happy and cheerful
Until he came along.
All your life you waited
Just praying for this day,
When such a "unique" guy,
Would happen to come your way.
You never thought you'd met him
Right here at the school,
You never thought that life
Could ever be so cruel.
You go to class everyday
Using a different route
You'd think in a school as big as this
You'd be able to ddodge him out.
Everytime you see him

1

'

good over evi and the inevitability of
good being the victor. This is why he
charges us to "have no fear for atomic
energy cause none of them" who idealize
wars "can stop the time." They are a)!
fighting for power and talking about
victory and ending the world but this
alone is in the hands of the Almighty,
and no ordinary man knows the hour of
his coming.

Oh death where is thy sting?
Oh grave where is thy victory?
Thanks be to God who giveth us
The vict�ry through our Lord Jesus
Christ.
-Selah.
This marks the end of the tribute to the
Hon:. Robert Nesta Marley. May his soul
•
. rest in peace.

continuedfromp.17

THE ANSWER
TO YOUR PRAYERS
by Linda Hubbard

his rasp and instructive voice told
thousands of Jamaicans that peace was
"the ultimate rung" in life. The morning
was still when Jamaicans filed out of the
stadium. Serenity pervaded the air.
There are those who have said that
Marley contradicted himself because his
music instigated violence and revolution
while he spoke of peace and love. It is
true that he has said ."it takes a revolu
tion to make a solution" but he was not
a man for physical aggression. He was a
psychological fighter. For his keen
dedication to World Peace, which is yet
to be recognized by the great warlords,
he was presented with the Third World
Peace Medal by the United Nations of
African countries. Bob believed in the
battle of Armageddon mentioned in
revelations. This told of the battle of

Day or Eve.

He acts more like a fool,
He should be in a rubber room
Instead of in this school.
How did you like it
When you were about to take a test,
He ran into the class
And began to be a pest.
And wh'at about the time
When you met that gorgeous guy,
Just as '.'luck" would have it
He happened to wander by.
Of c9urse he had to go and ruin
All your chances with your dream,
By using his wandering hands
And his loud mouth scream.
Remember that day in registration,
You were working so very hard,
All of a sudden you turn around
And he's holding up his card.

· Why did he change his schedule
Today of all days,
The day that you met that wonderful
guy
Why did he have to stay?
He's the answer to your prayer
To do in the human race
But who would have known
It would backfire in your face.
You inflicted great harm
Upon this school and you
I'll get even, wait and see
And that threat sure is true.
But for now just let me say
I sure don't have the luck,
I met him a few years ago
And now I'm also stuck.

His flashy smile and booming· voice
Are always too close by,
And Baruch sure will remember him
Until thf day we die.
•

Where Do I Go Fro'f Here·
Throughout my four years here,
I've often wondered what it would
feel like to arrive at this moment.
I imagined all sorts of glorious
things.
These thoughts frolicked around
my mind and in my daydreams.
And now in my hour of departure
I feel a trembling within me,
And I wonder where do I go from
here.
•
Yvonne Davis

- REPORTER
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
COURSE

1103
2303
2310
3304
-3311
4305
4306
4330
4346
4362
4365
5323
5324

Thurs. l/14
l./12
Tue.
1/19
Fri.
l/22
Tue.
1/19
Mon.
1/11
Thurs. 1-/21
Mon.
l/18
Wed.
1/20
Tue.
1/12
1/20
lied.
- Mon.
1/11
1/20
lied.
1/12
Tue.
Mon.
1/11
Mon. '· l/11
Tue.

K

BC

ACC (EVE)
1101
1102
W53
1103
-2303
2310
/3304
3311
4305
4396
TR53
4330
4346
Ml/53
4362
M\.153
4365
1 5323
M \.153
R73
5324
4306
ACC (GRAD)
9100
T5
TR73
9804
BPL (DAY)
5100
BPL (EVE)
5100
BUS (GRAD)
9100
Ml/130
9100
MB
9100
R52
9100
Tl2
�8
9100
W52
9100
�wa
94'00
MW3•
9200
9200
MB
R52,
9200
RS
9200

-

CPM (GRAD)
Ml/4
9000
M68
9000
PH
9000
R68
9000
T57
9000
·
T68
9000
W68
9000
•T57
99001
T57
99002
CS.E (DAY)
TR43
2(J,02

./

DATE Tll!E

�DAY

ACC (DAY)
1101
1102

ECO (DAY) ,
1001
LN
1001
1002
K
1002
K
3100
FIN (EVE)
TR6
3610
Ml/53
3710
TR73.
3710
Ml/5'3
3820
MW7
4610
TR53
4610
TR73
4710
FIN (GRAD)
R6
9753
.. M6
9770
MB
-9770
!U2
9770
R6
9770
RB
9770
T3
9770
TB
9770
W6
9770
RB
9781
. T6
9781
R6
9783
TB
9783
W6
9784
MB
9785
T6
9786
TB
9788
TB
9792
T6
9793
WB
9797
TS
99001
TB
99002
W§
99011
118
99012
RB
99021
RB
99022
TB
99041
TS
99042

3:30
3:30
3:30
1:00
1:00
i0:30
11:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
8:00
8:00
10:30
8:00
3:30
Bt:00

COURSE

I

Thurs. l/14 · 6:15 p.m.

l/18
1/20
1/20
Wed.
1/20
Wfd.
Mon.
1/25
Thurs. 1/21
'Thurs. 1/14
Tue.
1/19
Mon.
1/18
Tue.
"1/19
Mon.
l/18
Hon ..,
1/18
1/18
Mon.
Mon.
l/18
Thur,s. 1/14
Mon,
l/18
Mon.
Wed.

6:15
6:15
6:15
8:30
6:!5
8:30
8:30
8:�0
8:30
6:15
6:15
8:30
·6:15
6:15
8:30
8:--30

SECTION DAY

ACC (GRAD)
p.m. 9805
MW53
p.m. 9806
W53
p.m. 98P.7
M53
p.m. 9811
TR53
p.m. 9817
T57
a.m. 9821 · Ml/73
a.m.
p.m. ADV (DAY)
p.m. 3100
p.m. 3110
K J
a.m. 3130
a.m. 3i41
PDE
a.m. 3151
GH
a.m. 3170
EF
AB
p.m. 4120
a.m. 5150
LN
,
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m,
p.m
p.m.
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m
P•Il\
p.m
p.m
p.m

ADV (EVE)
3100 , R68
3100
TR6
3130
M\.17
R5'8
3151
5150
TS-8
ADV (f;RAD)
M6
9701
9725 , TB
T6
9727

ANT (E'lE)
TR73
1001
TR6
3060
ART (DAY)
AB
1011

ion

BF

6:15 p.m
1011
GR
8:30 p.m . 1011
K
ECO (DAY)
-Mon.
1/11 10:30 a.m. 3200
3220
BC
325"0
BC
l/19 8:30 p.m, 3310
Tue.
-LN
4000
BC
4000
DE
1
Wed,
l/r3 1:00 p.m. 4000
TR43
Mon.
l/18 8:30 p.m.
Thurs. 1/14 6:15 p,m. EC0 (EVE)
Tue.
l/12 1:00 p.m. l.00!1.
M73
Mon.
1/il!B 8:30 p.m. 1002
1173
Wed.
TR53
1/20 6:�5 p.m.
Ml/53Wea.
1113 8:30 p.m.
TR53
Mon.
1/�8 8:30 p.m.
Ml/7
Mon.
l./18 8:30 p.m.
TR6
Tnurs. l/14 6:15 p.m.
MW7
Thurs. l/14 6:15 p.m.
TR7
Tue.
l/19
Thurs. 1/14

'

l/18 6 ! 15
l/18 6:15
l/19 1:00
Thurs. l/14 6:15
1/19 6:15
Tue.
l/19 8:30
Tue.
1/20 6:15
Weci.
l/19 6:15
Tue.
Tue.
Hl9 6:·15

Mon.
Mon.
Tue.

Tue.

l/19

p .,_ m'.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m
p.m.
p.m
p.m
p,m

6:15 p.m

Thurs. 1/14 1:00 p.m
1/:J.9 1:00 p.m
Tue.
l/20 3:30 p.m
lied.
Thurs ••1/-71 10:· 30 a.m.
Thurs. l/21 10:30 a.m.

�

-

(DAY)
CD
1810
1810 : EF
LN
1911
1914
•LN
PQ
1914
DE
19-15
EF
1915
K
1915
·EF
1917

RED

1/19
Tue.
1/18
Mon.
�urs. l/14
1/18
Mon.
l/13
lied.
l/1-9
Tue.
Thurs. l/14

8:30
6:15
8:30.
6:15
6:15
6:15
8:30

Thurs. l/'14
l/18
l/18
Thurs. 1/14
Thurs. l/14
Thurs. l/21
l/12
Tue.
l/19
Tue.
1/20
lied.
Thurs. 1/21
l/19
Tue.
Thurs. 1/14
1/19
Tue.
l/20
Wed.
l/18
Hon.
Tue.
1/19
l/19
Tue.
l/19
- Tue.
1/19
Tue.
l/13
Wed.
1/19
Tue.
1/19
Tue.
l/13
Wed.
1/B
Wed.
Thurs. l/14
Thurs. l/14
l/19
Tue.
1/19
Tue.

6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m. RED (EVE)
R53
8:30 p.m. : 1sro
-R68
l:OO·p.m. 1911
M68
6:15 p.m. 1915
T68
8:30 p.m•. 1917
114
3:30 p.m. 2920
8:30 p.m.,.
6:15 p.m. HIS (DAY)
K
8:30 p.m. 1002
LN
8:30 p.n:. 100·2
PQ
6:15 p.m.. 1002
BC
8:30 p.m. . 1003·
AB
6:15 p.m. , 1004
BC
8:30 p.m • 1004
.
AB.
8:30 . f.m. 1005
BC
8:30 p.ml 1005
C
1005
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.u;. 1005
LD
8:30 p.m. 1005
PF
8:30 p,m._ '. 1005
J
8:30 p.m. 2016
8:30 p.m. 3551
8:30 p.m•.
8:-30 p.m. BIS (EVE)
8:30 p.m.
TR43
8:30 p,m. 1002
TR6
8:30 p.m. 1002

Mon.
Mon.

p.m.
p.m.
P•)ll•
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

E()O (GRAD)
l,'6
970,0
116B
9700
!,!!i3
9704
M\16
9704
M\18
9704
TR6
9704
TR73•
9704
9707 -MB
M6
9712·
R6
9714
M6
9723
T.6
9723
116
9723
116
9741
99001· TB
TB
99002

/

DATE, TIME

Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

i�i�
1/18

6:15
6:15
-6:15
l/19 6:15
l/19 6:15
1/13 6:15

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

lied.

1/20
l/21
J./12
'1/19
1/18
1/20
l/18
·1/,12

a.m.

Tue.
Tue.
lied.

Thurs�

Tue.
Tue.
Mon.
Wed.
Mon.
�ue.

10:30
10,:30
8:00
1:00
3:30
1:00
8:00
1:00

Thurs. l/14
Thurs.·l/14
Wed. I 1/13
_Thurs. l/14
1/19
Tue.

Mon.

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m,.
a.m.
p.m.

6:15 p,.m,
6:15 p.m.
6:J5
p.m.
•
6:15 p,I!l,
6 :15 'p,m,

1/18
1/J:9
1/1_9

6:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8.:30 p.m.

Thurs. l/i4
l/19
Tue.

8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

·rue.
Tue.

1/18 8:00
1/20 l ,go
lied.
l/18 Z�30
Mon.
Thuts. 1/21 10 :·30

Mon.

lied.
lied.
lied.
Tue.
.Wed.
1/ep.
Tue.

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

l/13 1:00 p.m.
l/20 ·8:00 a.m.
1/20 8:00 a,m.
l/12 1:00 p.m.
l/20 8:00 a.•m.
1/j),3 1:00 p.m.
l/19 , 6:15· _p.m.

Mon.
l/18
Thurs. 1/14
Tue.
�/11.,.9

8:30 p.m.

1/19

6:!l.5 p.m.
6:15 p.m.

MOO.Tue.

Wed.

Tue.
lied.
Tue.

8:30 p.m.
6:!!5 p.m.

1118 -6:TS p.m.
1/13
1/19
l/20
1/19

l/20
l/20
•l/13
l/13
l/18
Hon,.
1/19
Tue.
ThUrs. 1/lA
Mon:- l/18
1/18
Mon.
Thurs. l/14
1/18
Mon.
1/l.9
Tue�
l/20
lied.
l/20
\le·d.
l/19
Tue.
1/19
T\!e.

lied.
Wed.
Wed.
Wed.

8:30 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
6 :l.5 p.in.
6:15 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
6;1S p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.)
8:30 p.m.
6:15 p,m.
6 :15 p.m,
6:1-5 p.m.
8::JO p.m •.
6:1
• 5 p.m.
6:15 p.m.,
6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m.

l/11 8:00 a.m.
1/ll 8:00 a.m.
Mon.
l/12 1:00 p.m.
Tue.
1/19 8:00 a.m.
Tue.
Tue. - l/19 8:00 a.m.
l/12 3:30 p.m.
Tue.
l/12 3:30 p.m.
Tue.
1/12 _,3:30 p.m·.
Tue.
l/20 1:00 p.m.•
lied.
Mon.

Thurs. l/14 6:15 p.m.
Thurs. 1/14 6:15 p,m.
l/18 6:15 p.m.
Mon.
l/19 8:30 p.m.
�e.
1/26 6:15 p.m.
lied.
1/2'1. 10:30
1/12 -i:00
1/19 1:00
l/'1.0 8:00
l/18 8:00
Mon.
l/20 8:00
Wed.
1/18 10:30
Mon.
l/18_10:30
Mon.
1/18 10:30
Mon.
l/18 10:30
Mon.
Thurs. l/21 3:30
Thurs. l/21 3:30
l/12� 8:00
Tue.
Thurs-. 1/21 3:30
Thu,;s.�
Tue.
Tue.
\,'ed.

Tue.
-Tue.

l/19
l/19

a.m.
p.m.
p,m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m. ,
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.

6:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

�

�DAY

ART (DAY)
1012
DE
1012
GH
1020
CD
1020 \EF
1020
GH
1020
GH2
AB
1021
EF
, 1021
AB
1030
PQ
1030
2026
CD
2030
CD
2040,
p
2050
AB
Z:053
ri
2054 • JI(
2060

,AB

2060
2073
2241
22"50
2255
2260
3055

CD

LF

C

p

KL

'1

EF

� (EVE)
M\.153'
1012
1020
M\.15
2060
TR53
TR6
2250

in,s

1000
1011

(DAY

D

BLS (EVE)
MW7

rooo

EDO (DAY)'
BC
2000
l
EDU (DAY)
AB
1006
LN
1101
BC
3010
§OJ.0
EF
• EDU (_EVE)
l.lOl.
Ml/7
MW53
300il.
3110

"I"

MW53

EDU (GRAD)

9512
9530

R6l

�ATE TIM�

Wed.

1/13 1:00 p.;n.
1/18 3:45 p.m.
1/18 10':30 a.m.
l/20 1:00 p.m.
Mon.
1hs 3:30 p.m.
Moo.·
1/18 3:30 ,p.m.
Mon.
1/18 8:00 a.m.
lied.
1/20 1:00 p.m.
Mon.
1/18 8:00 a.m.
1/19 1:00 p':m.
Tue.
1/18 10:30 a.m.
Mon.
1/-18 10:30 a.11!,
Mon.
Tue. . l/19 1:00 p.m.
Mon.
l/18 . 8:00 a.m.
Thurs.'1/21. 10:30 a.m.
1/12 8 :00 a.m.
Tue.
Mon.
1/18 8:00 a.ll).
Mon.
1/18 10:30 a.
. m.
Fri.
]/22 3:30 p,m.
Mon.
1/18 10:3
' 0 a.m.
Tue·.
1/19" 1:00 p.m.
Thurs. 1/21 10:30 a.m.
1/1·2 8:00 a.m.
Tue.
lied.
1/19 1:00 p.m.
1
Mon.

Mon.
lied.

Mon.
Tue'.
Tue.

1/18
1/18'
1/19
l/19

Mon.
Mon.

1
l/18 10:30 a.m.
1/l? 10:30, a,.m.

lied.

l/13

6:15
p.m. ,1
,

l/20

8:15 p.m.

�ion.

lied.

6:-15
6:f5
6:15
8:30

.....

,

Mon.

Tue.
lied.
lied.

l/18 .8:00
l/12 1:00
1/20 8:00
l/20 1:00

Wed.

l./13

Mon.

l!/:l.�

Mou.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

a.m,

6,:�5 p.m.
6::l.S ;e.m.

Thurs. 1/14

6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m.

(DAY)
2600
BC
3610
qE
3610
K
3610
LN
3610
BC
3710
EF
3710
LN
3710
3810
BC
4610
K
4610.
4710 'DE
p
4710
p
4720
·
EF
4920

· Thu-rs. 1/14
1/20
lied.
1/13
Wed.
Thurs(. l/21
l/12
Tue.
1/20
Wed·.
1/20
\led.
l/12
Tue.
Thurs. l/21
l/20
lied.
Thur�. l/21
1/13
lied,
l/19
Tue.
1/19
Tue.
l/20
lied.

10:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
l:OO. p.m.
1,00 p.m.
10,:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

, 1120
. l/18
l/13

8:30 p.m._
6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m.

HSP �DAY)
B
3000
C
3003
IBS (GRAD)
M6
9760
R6
9760
ILR (GRAD)
M6'
9603
RS
9693
T6
9700
RB
9702
R6
9,740
IMK (DAY)
3400
p
3410
Ml/4
4400
LN
4406
TR43
4460
IllK (EVE)
Ml/8
3400
3410. , • T68
T58
4405
1168
4435
M79
4460
IMK (GRAD)
116
9765
MB
9770

lied.
Mon.

lied,

8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30

p.in.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Wed.
lied.
Thurs.
Thurs.

l/13
1/13
l/14
l/14

11.;d,

l/20 8:00 a.m.
1/18 10:30 a •.m.

Mon.

)

6:15 p.m.

ell/'1,8

Thurs. l/14

FIN (EVE)
M53
2600
Ml/53
3610
MW7
3610
HIS· (EVE)
1005,. Ml/7
MW83
11,005
TR6
1005
TR73
1005

· ..-

p.m.

a.m.
p.m.

RS

FIN

PAGE19

l/18 6:15 ·p.m.
Thurs. l/14 6:15 p,m.

Mon.

Mon.

l/18 -6 :15
1/14 8:30
1/19 8:30
l/14 8:30
1/14 6:15

Mon.

l/11 1:00 p.m.
1/19 l:00_ p.m.
l/18 6:15 p.m.
1/12 1:00 p.m.
l/19 6 cl5·'p.m.

Thurs.
Tue.
Thurs.
Thu.rs.

Tue.
Mon.

Tue.
\ Tue.
Mon.

Tue.
Tue.
Wed.
Mon.

Wed.

Mon.

p .m.
p.m.
p,m.
p.m.
p.m.

l/18 8:30 p.m.
l/19 8:30 p.m.
1/19 6:15 p.m.
i/20 6:15 p.m.
l/18 8:30 p.m.
l/20
· l/18

6 :15 p.m.
8:30 p,m.

I

PAGE20•

REPORTER
COURSE
I.AW (DAY)
1011
.1012
1020
1101
1211
3102
3103
3104
3105
3107
LAW (EVE)
1011
1101
1220
3102
3)03
3104
3202

AB
JK .
AB
Mon.
CD
B
TR6
MW7
W6
MW53
TR6

LAW (GRAD)
9100 .
T6
. W6
9702
9760
W6

ills

(DAY)

,

LN

1016

LIB (EVE )
1016
TR6
MCR ( DAY)
3690
3605
3610
4650
MKT (DAY)
3550
3550
3710
4710
4720
5550
55�9

1/14 8:00
Y/18 8:00
1/12 8:00
1/19 10:30
1/lS. 8:
. 00
1/18 -1:00
1./11 \ 1:00

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

��::� i�i� l���g ::::

Wed.
Tue.
Mon.

Wep..·
Mon.
Wed.
Mon.
Tue.

Tue.
Wed.
Wed.
Tue.
Wed.

1/12
1/20

Tue.

1/i .9

11114
pPV
DF
GH
DE
V

f1on.
Tue.
Tue.
Wed.
Mon.
Wed.
Tue.

1/18
1/19
1/19
1/13
1/18
1/13
1/12

. MKT (EVE)
2000
3500
T58
'Z.fi,,'7
3530
3550
T58
R58
3710
5550
M58

Wed.
Tue.
Wed.
Tue.
Thurs.
Mon.

1/13 6:15 p.m.
1/J.� . 6:15 p.m.
1/13 6:15 p.m.
1/19 6:15 p.m.
1/14 6:15 p.m.
1/18 6:15 p.m.

MKT (GRAD)
M7
9702
R6
9702
9703
W6
971.4
MS
"9716
T6
97i6
l.'8
9730
9750
M54
R54
9750
M54
9751
R6
g754
iR.52
9755

Mon.
Thurs.
Tue.
Wed.
Mon.
Tue.
Wed,
Mon.
-Tours.
Mon.
Thurs.
Thurs.

MSC (D AY)
100
1005 ·
2090 1
B
LD
2090

Fri.
Thurs.
Thurs.
Thurs.

REA (DAY)
2710
REA (EVE)
W68 ,
2710
T68
4710
REI (D AY)
3900
AB
3910

���g \ �
5900
59�0 I

BC
E

D

REI (EVE)
TR53
3900
3910
MW6
MW73
4910
SOC (DAY)
1005
1005
1005
1005
1005
1005
1005
3014
.J045
3066

BC2.
DE
EF
GH
J
K2
P
DE
BC
B

SOC (EVE)
1005
TR6
3041
TR6
TR73
3066
STA (GRAD)
R68
9775
'168
9776
T68
9785
TAX (GRAD ) .
9862
TR6
M53
9879
R5,J
9881
MW53
9884
TS
9886
1173
9887
W5
9889

1/13
.1/19
'1/21
1/20

1/la 8:30
1/14 6:lSJ
1/19 8:30
l./20 6:!1.5
1/18 8:30
1/19 8:30
1/13 8:30
1/18 6:15
1/14 6:15
1/18 6:15
1/14 6:15
�J14 , 6:15

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.n..
p.m.
p.g.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

1/22
1/21
1/14
1/14

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

.8:00
8:00
10:30
10:30

Mon.
1/18
Thurs. 1/21

8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

Mon.
Mon.
Tue.

1/18

8:30 p.m.

Tue,

1/12 10:30 a.m.

Wed.
. Tue.

1/2� 6:15 p. m .
1/19 8: 30 p.m.

' iji! : ; ;� ::::
\

EOL' (DAY)
illl
2220
2240
2260
K
23l'o
B •
12316
1N
2321
K
2323
2332
2333
2336
33�2
D
3345
LN
3:345

��:: ����;i��� �:::

Thurs,rJ./21 10:30 a.m.

1:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.n!.
p.m.
p;m.
p.m.

PSY (DAY)
A
3055
3055

Mon.
Mon.

1/18
1/18

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

SST (EVE)
4001
TR73

Thurs. 1/14

8:30 p.m.

2358
2358

EF
K

1/19
1/13
1/13

Tue.
Tue.
Tue.
Tue.
Tue.

1/19
1/19
1/19
1/19
1/12

Wed.
Wed.
Wed.

1/13
1/20
1/20

1:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

��l

i'.:��·. ij�; l�;�g ;:::-' �:;g ��

30 p'.m.
15 p.m.
15 p. m.
15 p.m.
151 p.. m.
30 p.m.
15.,. p.m.

1/13
1/18
1/19

8:30
6:15
8:30
6:15
8:30
8:30
B:30
6:15

Tue.
Wed.
Wed.

8
6
6
6
6
8
6

3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3 :30 p.m.

1/19
1/'l.3
1/19'
1/13
1/19
1/19
1/14
1/18

8:15 a.m.
2359 - P
8:00 a.m.
2450
GH
1:00 p.c. · 2450
3155
DE
LN
. 3156
6:15 p.c.
3360
LF
6:15 p.n:.
3361
P
6:15 p.m.
, ��:;
��
GH
• 3364
8:00 a.m'.
3368
K
8:00' a.,m.
3450
BC
8:00 a.m.
3450
GH
8:00 a.m.
Jli50
LN
8:00 a. m .
3450
P

1/19
1/lff
1/14
1/18
1/19
1/13
1/20

1/11
1/11
1/18

Tue.
\lea.
Tue.
Wed.
Tue.
Tue.
Thurs.
Mon.

1/18
1/20
1/13

6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

6:-15 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
(;:15-p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
6:15 p,m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
6:15 p,m.

POL (EVE)
ID1
2220
MW7
2220
TR6
MW7
2240
2316
TR6
TR6
2321
2332
TR73
MW53
2333

Mon.
Wed.
WedC-

Thurs. 1/14
1/20
'Wed.
1/19
Tue.

1/14
1/20
1/19
1/13
1/18
1/13
1/18
il·/18
1/19
1/18
1/18

a.n:. ·
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.a.
a.m.
a.m.
a'.m.
p.m.
p.m.

8:00 a. m .

3451
3452

EP
QR

ti\� ii
STA (EVE)
1015
1357
2015

Wed.
Mon.
Mon.
Tue.
Wed.
Mon. ·

HGT (GRAD)
'9731
M6
MB
9731
9731
R3
T6
9731
9731
Wl2
9731
W6
T6,
9733
R6
9741
M6
9747
M52
9748
9748
TR130
9748
TS
9748
W52 A
9748 · W52E
9749
MB
9751 _ M6
9752
R6
RB
9753
TB
9754
99001-M6
W8A
99001
99001
WS B

M�n.
Mon.
Mon.
Tue.
Mon.
Wed. Tue\
Thurs.
Mon.
Wed.
Tue.
Tue.
Wed.
Wed.
Mon.
Mon.
·Thurs.
'Thurs.
Tue.
lied.
Wed.
Wed.

1/18 6:15 p.m.
1/18 6:15 p.m.
1/18 6,15 p.m.
1/19 8: 30 p, .m•.
1/18 6:15 p.m.
1/20 6:15 p. .m.
1/19 8:30 p.m.
1/14 6:15 p.m.
1/18 6 :15 p.m.
1/20 6:15 p.m.
1/19 6:15 p.m.
1/19 6:15 p.m.
1/20 6:15 p.m.
1/20 6:15 p.m.
1/18 8:30_p.m.
1/18 6:1), p.m.
l/14 6:15 p.m.• '
1/14 8:30 p.m.
1/19 8:30 p.m.
1/20 6:15 p.m.
1/20 '6:15 p.m.
1/13 8:30 p.m.

MKT (DAY)
2000
GB
350P
3500·
K
3530

Thurs.'
Mon.
Thurs.
'Tue

1/21 !1.:00 p.m.
1/1� 3:30 p.m.
1/21 10:30 a.m.
1/19 10:30 s.m.

'

1/llJ 3:30 p.m.
1/14 1:00 p.m.
1/20 3 ':30 p.m.
1/21 8:00 a.m.
1/22 8:00 a.m. 1
1./21 10:30 a.m.
1/19 1:00 p.m.
1/13 3:30 p.m.
1/21 10:30 a.Ii>.
1/iO 1:00 p.m.
1/19 1:00 p.m.
1/13 1:00 p.m.
1/18 3:30 p.m.
1/12 1:00 p.m.
1/18 8:00 a.m.
1/13 1:00 p.m·.

10:30
1:00
1:00·
10:30
8:00
1:00
10:30
8:00
1.:00
10:30
g:oo
10:30
1:00
1:00

ST A (DA Y)
1015
1357
1515
2015
DE
2154
EF
'2154
K
�;;; I

HGT (EVE)
4347
MW7
MW83
4349
4351
MW53
TR6
4353
5411
MW7
"MW53
5412

6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m.

1/12
1/13
1/20
1/21
1/20
1/12
1/21
1/18
1/19
1/18
1/20
1/18
1/13
1/12

�:�: fjii :jg :::: ���:

Tue.
Mon.
Thurs.
Mon.
Tue,
lied.
Wed.

Mon.
Thurs.
Wed.
Thurs.
AFri.
Thurs.
Tue.
Wed.
Thurs.
Wed.
,Tue.
Wed.
Mon.
Tue.
Mon.
Wed.

DECEMBER 16, 1981
I!!!!:

Tue.
'Wed.
Wed;
Thurs.
Wed.
Tue.
Thurs.
Mon.
Tue.
Mor:..
Wed.
Mon.
t..'ed.

Thurs. 1/14

Tue.
1/19 .8:30 p.m.
Tue.
1/19 8:30 p.m.
Thurs. 1/14 8:30 p.m.

DATE

Thurs. 1/21
Tue.
1/19
Mon.
1/18

MGT (,EVE)
1:00 p;m. 2120
Thu<S.
10:30 a.m. 2121
- Wed.
Ive.
3211
3212
0Wed.
8:'30 p.m. 3213
MW53 • Mon.
Ml,7
3213
Wed.
3213
lrR6
Mon.
10 >30 a m
. . 4341
MW53 - Mon.
8:00 a.m•. 4341
·rR6
Tue.
10:30 a.m. 4342
MW83 '- Mon.
1:00 p.m. 4344
MW53
Mon.
PED (DAY)
Mon.
GB
6 :15 p.m. 2313
1:00 p.m. 2313
LN
Mon.
FGB
1:00 p.m. 2320
Mon.
1:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. PHI (DAY)
1:00 p.m, 1000
DE
Wed.
3:30 p.m. iooo
Gil
Mon.
\
1000
P
Tue.

K
EE

)

MCR (EVE)
3600
3605
4600 , MW5

MGL(DAY)
2120
2121
3211
·3212
1/20 8:00 a.m. 3213
K
4341
PQ
' 4341
1/19 8:30 p.m. 4342
1/25 6:15 p.m. 4344
KG
1/1-3 6:15 p.m•. 4351
EF
1/18 6:15 p.m. 4353
PQ
1/20 6:15 p.m. 4354
DE
1/18. 6:15 p.m. 4361
GH
1/il.9 8:30 p.m. 4365
LN
4366
AB
4367 • DE
1/19 8:30 p.m. 4369
L�
J/20 6:15 p.lD\ 5411
EF
1/20 6:15 p.m. 5411

Wed.
Tue.
Thurs.
Wed.

MSC (EVE)
1001
1005
PUB (GRAD)
MS
9440·M6
• 9490
• T6
9499

• I

Thurs,
Mon.
Tue.
Tue.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon. ·

SECTION �

PSY (EVE)
MW5A
1001
1001
MWSB
MW7A
1001
, 1001
MW2B
TR53A
1001
1001
TR53B
1001
TR73A
TR73B
1001
TR73
3060
3181
MW53

Thurs.
Wed.
Thurs.
Thurs.
Wed.
Wed.
• Thurs.
Wed:.
���s.
Fri.
Wed.
Tue. •
Mon.
Thurs.
Wed.
Tue.
Fri.

1/21
1/20
1/21
1/21
l/-H
1120
1/21
1/20

10:30
1:00
10:30
10:30
1:00
1:00
10:30
1:00

••ll'•
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
·p.m.
a.m.
p.m.

{j�� 1�:�� ::::
1/22 3':30 p.m.
1/13 1:00 p.m.
1/19 1:QO p.m.
1·/18 .3:30 �.m.
1/21 10:30 a.m.
1/13 1:00 p.m.
1/12 1:00 p.m.
1/2-2 3:30 p.m.

��:: I�i; i;�� ::::
Wed.
Mon.
Tin�rs.
Wed.
Mon.
Tue. 1
Tue.
Tue.
Tue. ·
Wed.
Tue.
Wed.
Wed.

1/20 1:00
1/18 3:30
1/21 10:30
1/20 8:00
1/18 3:_30
1/12 10:30
1/19 1:00
1/12 10:30
1/19 1:00
1/20 1:00
1/19 1:00
1/20 8:00
1/20 8:00

Thurs. 1/21
Wed.
1/20
Thurs. 1/21

p.m.
p.m.
a..m.,
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.c.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

6:15 p.m.
6 :15 p.m.
6:15 p.m.

6:15
8:30
6:15
8:30
6:15
6:15

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p·.m.
p.m.

Mon.
Mon.
Wed.
Wed. '
Tue.
Tue.
Thurs.
Tou{s.
Thurs.
Mon.

1/18
1/18
1/13
1/13
1/19
1/19
1/14
1/14
i/14
1/18

6:15
6:15
6:15
6:15
6:15
6:15
8:30
8:30
8:30
6,15

PSY (GRAD)
TB
9797

Tu�.

1/19

8:30 1>,m.

PUB (DAY)
1250
BC
1250
EF
1250
GB
K
1250
1250
P
3050

Wed.
Wed.
Mon.
Tue.
Tue.
-wed.

·1120
1/20
1/18
1/19
1/19
1./20

8:00
1:00
3:30
8:30

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

Mon.
Tue.
Tue.
Mon.

1/18
1/19
1/19
il/18

8:30
8:30
8:30
6:15

p,m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Wed.
- Wed.
Wed.
WE;d,
Tue.
Thurs.
MOn,
Thurs.
'Mon.

1/20
1/20

6:15 p.m.
6:1•5 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
6:15' p.m.
6:15 p.m.

PUB (EVE)
MW83
ffio
1250
TR6
3100
TR6
1-n,153
4000
PUB (GRAD)
W6
9400
�·s
91,03
117
9407
ws
9420
T6
9425
RS
9426
M6
9428
R6
9430
M6
9440
.

1/13
1/18
1/18
1/19
1/13
1/18

STA (EVE)
R68
2154
R68B
2154
2357
T57
2358
R68
2359
T68
2450
W68
3360
R�B
3361
M68
3362
W68
3363
'!68
3364
T47
3450
W68
3450
R68
4365
STA (GRAD)
9700
W68
T68
9704
BD
9708
MW4
9708
9708
M68
R57
97Q.8
R68
9708
T68
9708
W68
9708
9710
M68
W68.
9715
BD
9721,
M68 .
9721
T68
9721
R68
9722
T68
9754
9758
T68
W68
'9758
W68B
9758
9760
M68
9762
M68
M68
9764
R68
9768
W68
9769

Thurs.
Thurs.
Wed\
Tue.
Thurs.
Tue.
-Wed.fillurs.
Mon.
Wed.
Tue.
Tue.
Wed.
Thurs.
Wed.
Tue.
Wed.
Mon.
Mon.
Th�rs.
Thurs.
Tue:
Wed.
Mon.
Wed.
Wed.
Mon.
Tue.
Thurs.
Tue.
Tue.
Wed/
Wed.
.Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Thurs.
Wed.

i�1;

1/19
1/14
1/18
1/14
f/18

p.m.
p.m.
p.c.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

!�gg ;:::

1/14 6:15 p.m.
1/14 6:. 15 p.m.
1/20 6:°15 p.m.
1/19 6:15 p.m.
1/14 6:15 p.m.
1/19 8':30 p.m.
·l/20 6:15 p.m.
1/14 6:15 p.m.
r/IB 6:15 p.m.
1/20 6:15 p.m.
1/19 8:30 P•JI'·
1/19 6:15 p.m.
1/20 6:15 p.m:
1/14 6:15 p.m.
1/20
1/19
1/20
1iis
1/16
1/14
1/14
1/19
1/,20
1/18
1/20
l/20
1/18
1/19
1/14
1/19
1/19
1/20
1/20
1/18
1/18
1/18
1/14
1/20

6:15
8:30
8:00
6:15
6:15
6:15
6:15
8:30
6:15
6:15
6:15
8:00
6:15
8:30
6:15
8:30
8:30
6:15
6:15
6:15
6:15
6:15
6:15
6:15

p.m.
p.m.
p,m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.c.
p.ro.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
P•."'·
p:m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m
;

